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The Last Clock Robbery

Looking for Answers

Entertainment, page 12

Sports, page 16

GU, GPGU Settle Case;
End 8-Year Court Battle

ee

After eight years of legal haggling
and 15 years of campus debate, the
battle between Georgetown University
and gay student groups is over. The
verdict: equal treatment for the gay
students but no endorsement from the

the
Staomnot

university.

to a letter from

came

after

HOYA

from $500,000 to $1 million.

The gay groups agreed to include on
all of their official communications a
disclaimer saying that “its views are
not endorsed by Georgetown University.” The gay groups also agreed not
to petition the university for benefits
for religious worship or religious cere-

Uni-

months

of

of Georgetown Utliversity (GPGU) and

the Law Center’s Lesbian and Gay Association (LAGA). The talks produced
a consent order, filed last week, elabo-

rating how the lower court ruling would
be carried out. The order was signed
by DC Superior Court Judge Sylvia
Bacon, who handled the case at the
trial level.
In the order, the university agreed to
provide the gay student groups with all

of the “tangible benefits” afforded

or to hold

events

Healy clock tower.

GUPS Has
HOYA

that Georgetown not be obliged to declare that it regarded a homosexual
lifestyle as morally neutral.” That the
appeals court recognized the distinction between officially recognizing an
i
continued on page 2

said Manuel
founded the

nothing

to do with any re-

cruiting or anything to do with the
Georgetown University Protective | - Stewards Society. We haven't met since
February. We are not members of the
Services (GUPS) has no leads in unStewards Society.” |
covering who removed the hands from

has something to celebrate.”

nition,” Healy wrote, ‘in other words,

ates have

News Editor

the

clock

on

the

western

face

of

{ Healy tower, according to Sgt. Charles
Christian, GUPS chief
“There's not much
Christian said, “I wish
how it was done.” The

investigator.”
we can do,”
I had an idea
hands were re-

‘| moved in the early morning hours of
March 26, Christian said.
Christian said that one GUPS officer had examined the tower but found
no signs of forced entry. He said he
believes that the prankster “must have
been someone with access to a key.”
continued on page 3

Jon Bacal (CAS ’88), Mark Corallo
(CAS 88), Chris Donesa (CAS ’89),

Mark Johnson (CAS 89), and Revgulli’

had told The HOYA at press time that
they and the other undergraduate members of the society to the best of their
knowledge were not going to attend
the meeting.
:
Former undergraduate Stewards,

speaking on the condition

that they

not be identified, said that Miranda
and Cellini had been recruiting students to join the society. “Manny and
R.J. think it’s their duty to take over

I

Arias, Volcker to Speak at Graduation
by Richard Wilson
HOYA Staff Writer
Costa Rican President Oscar Arias
and former Federal Reserve Board
Chairman Paul Volcker will be among
the speakers at the 199th Georgetown
commencement ceremonies this spring,

according to the dean’s offices of the
College of Arts and Sciences and the
School of Foreign Service. Arias will
address the class of 1988 of the College and Volcker will speak to the SFS
graduates May 28.
Joseph E. Connor, Jr., chairman of
Price-Waterhouse, will be the School
of Business Administration’s speaker,
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according

to SBA

Assistant

Dean Ann-Mary Kapusta, because he
is a member of the University Board of
Directors. “We would have liked very
much to have [given him a degree],
but people on the Board cannot receive them due to obvious conflict of

“The only obvious point was that we
could invite whomever we wanted. Before that we had no input. -We found
out who the speaker was the same time
the students did. Chances are, we found

interest, which is unfortunate because

out

he meets all the credentials. We definitely would have given him one other-

have ways of finding these things out.

after

the

students,

because

they

So I think, in a way, that is a plus.”

Assistant News Editor

Georgetown Emergency Response
Medical Service (GERMS) is currently
considering providing service to residents in the immediate area if the DC

fire department is unable to respond,
according to Marty O'Bryan, president
of GERMS.
“GERMS has taken some concrete
steps to expand itself and is taking a
look at expanding into the community,” O'Bryan said. “Everything is tentative
now.”

and

we're

planning

things

out

O'Bryan said that GERMS currently

interested

in the Stewards

Society given everything they have
known and seen. We've asked lots of

“Are

we

said they're
about

very

to confer

inter-

member-

ship in the Stewards Society? No. In
the future that may change,” Miranda
added. Cellini also said that he was
not recruiting students.
Cellini

said,”l

will

forever

remain

committed to the high ideals and principles of the Stewards Society. There
are myriads of ways of expressing this
committment. A meeting of the Stewards Society this April is unnecessary
for the accomplishment of the purposes
for which our society was established.”

Cellini would

neither confirm

nor

deny the April 16 meeting, saying only
that it was “unnecessary.”
:

Some undergraduates said that they
doubt amendments to the Steward constitution would make the organization
acceptable to the campus. “| The alumni
think| that by changing Georgetown
will-welcome them with open arms.

But we decided that [the Stewards] will

exist whether we go or not. I, personally, and the others don’t want anything to do with a secret conclave,” a
former Steward said.
Miranda said that if the undergraduates

came

to the

meeting,

he

could

guarantee that “certain things” would
change. “If they came, it would be an
act of faith on their part and I would
be moved by that and others would be
moved by that,” Miranda said.

If the undergraduates do not attend,
Miranda said he could not guarantee
that the amendments altering the secrecy policy and opening the society
to women would pass. Miranda said he
expected the secrecy of the group to
be changed so that undergraduate
members could identify themselves as
Stewards but added that the society
may vote “to uphold the male fraternity. [We

may|

be willing

to be that

unpopular for that”
An undergraduate member of the
Stewards said that not all of the alumni
were in favor of continuing the society. “A lot of them don’t [want to continue]. They could shut:it down [at the
meeting]. I wouldn’t rule that out,” he

The structure could be good but you
can’t superimpose the structure over

said.
Georgetown University Student As-

the last six years of the Stewards Society and pretend it’s all better,” an un-

sociation president-elect Johnson said,

dergraduate said.

ards Society. Whatever plans, actions,

“I'am no longer a member of the Stew-

“They think if they [amend the con-

or meetings that the Stewards may be

stitution|, the campus will think the
Stewards are back, they're better, and
they're right and we’ll go from here
and be an accepted part of campus. I

having, they will not include me.”
“I am disheartened and outraged to
learn that the Stewards Society is still
functioning in a secret capacity and is
in fact actively recruiting more members. I ask my fellow undergraduates
to remember the pain of February and
to reject the idea of secret organiza-

don’t think that’s true,” another undergraduate former Steward said.
“| The alumni] think that it’s a stated
fact that [the society] is good. Virtually all the undergraduates don’t ac-

The

News Editor

Georgetown

Hoyas’

round exit from the NCAA

second

tournament

earned $461,500 for the Big East Conference, according to NCAA figures.
By Big East regulations, Georgetown
University will receive $358,911 from
that pot.
HOYA

an Claire Carey.

File Photo

The new commencement format of
separate

ceremonies

has

not

greatly

influenced the quality of the speakers,
according to Hager. “I think we forget
that this is Georgetown University and
it has a certain reputation. On the outside we are not viewed as separate
continued on page 7

According to Big East policy, any
money earned by conference teams in

the NCAA tournament must be divided
in half between the conference itself
and the team. The prize money the
conference accumulates is then divided
equally among the Big East's nine
teams.
The success of Georgetown and fellow Big East teams St. John’s, Villanova, Pittsburgh, and Syracuse in the

NCAA tournament earned $1,153,450
for the conference, which then allotted
$128,161 to every Big East team, regard-

less of their postseason performance.
Basketball Information Director Bill
Shapland refused to answer questions
about Georgetown’s winnings, saying
that “Georgetown’s financial situation

“If we had a mutual aid agreement,
we'd respond whenever [the fire department’s ambulance dispatch center]
called us,” O'Bryan said. “If DC fire
was unable to respond, they could call
us. We're an option they could utilize
if we work something out.”
“Right now, there is no agreement,

tions at Georgetown,” Johnson said.

is private and is not open to discussion.”
i
A Big East spokesperson said Wednesday that Boston College and Connecticut will keep all the money their teams
earned in the National Invitational
Tournament (NIT) as the Big East pol-

icy does not apply to the NIT.
:
NIT officials would not release prize
money figures, saying that it was not
NIT policy to release the figures and
that the figures for this year’s tournament had not yet been compiled.
NIT officials said that 75 percent of
the net revenue from the tournament

is distributed among the teams on the
basis of their success in the tournament while 25 percent of the net revenue goes to the Metropolitan Intercollegiate Basketball Association.
Teams that received berths in the
NCAA tournament but lost their first
game
teams
earned
at the

received $230,200 while those
bowing out in the second round
$461,500. Those teams that lost
regional semifinal won $692,200

and teams that reached the round of
eight before losing earned $922,900.
Final Four teams received $1,153,700.

Simonetti Under Fire

For Missing Deposits

although at times we have been called

to

help

the

DC

fire

by Alex Niven

department,”

HOYA

O'Bryan said.
After the establishment of the agree-

ment, GERMS could request a Certificate of Need from the District of Columbia Department of Health.
“In order to respond outside the

HOYA

GERMS

File Photo

will expand its service to the immediate Georgetown area.

ning stages right now,” O'Bryan

said.

campus was unfeasible because GERMS

emergencies,

gates, we'd have to have a Certificate

“We're concerned about responding to

lacked the proper size and equipment.

of Need. In order to get that, we need

“GERMS is better equipped now than

had
d to

sponds to the immediate area. It's a
little bit of a gray area when a student

off-campus calls into GERMS.”

O'Bryan said that a number of obstacles must be overcome before
GERMS will increase the scope of its

the new communications system it will

out
aster

the fire department to show interest,”
O'Bryan said.
O'Bryan said that after the Certificate of Need is issued, GERMS “would

Georgetown students in the surrounding area.”

zdea

dent has called GERMS instead of the
fire department. For GERMS to answer calls from outside of the campus,
it would need to establish a mutual aid

to on-campus

they were

HOYA

and that “the DC fire department re-

responds

that may change.” Miranda said that
he had “asked scores of people whether

Some undergraduates said the group
had discussed going to the meeting to
vote to end the society. “| We thought]
we've got to try to stop them in some
way. We've got to make a proposal to
destroy it or some impassioned speech.

agreement with the DC fire department.

by Mark Nagel
HOYA

re-

by Chris Reid

Off-Campus Residents
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at
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degree,

wise. We will find some other way to
recognize him,” said Kapusta.

Though the five ceremonies will be
held separately, all of the commencements will be held May 28. At 10 a.m.
the SFS will conduct its commencement on Healy Lawn while the Nursing School will hold its ceremony in
Gaston Hall. At 1 p.m. the College
graduates will gather on Healy Lawn
and the SLL will hold the ceremony in
Gaston. The SBA ceremony is scheduled at 7 p.m. on Healy Lawn.
Asked how the separation of the
graduation ceremonies has affected the
quality of the speakers, Assistant Dean
of the College Claire Carey responded,

not

cept that,” another said.

Hoyas Earn $358,911
From NCAA Tournament

GERMS Plans to Serve

Sp

——

A

A
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and the School of Nursing will have
one of their adjunct professors, Dr.
Barbara Redman, speak. Redman is the
executive director of the American Association of Colleges of Nursing and a
fellow of the American Academy of
Nursing. School of Nursing Dean Alma
S. Woolley described Redman as “ “a

leader in patient education.”
The School of Languages and Linguistics would not yet name its speaker.
“We have been asked not to say anything yet,” said SLL Assistant Dean
Serafina Hager. According to Hager,
the dean’s office is waiting to finalize
an agreement with a speaker before
announcing the speaker's identity.
Arias and Redman will receive honorary doctorates in Humane Letters.
The SES Office has not yet confirmed
whether Volcker will receive an honorary degree.
Connor will not receive an honorary

was

people: have
ested.”

to preserve their unique contribution
to America,” Miranda said, by meeting at a place named Whitemarsh.
Undergraduate members of the society said that they would not attend
the meeting. Jeff Renzulli (CAS ’88),
the leader of the undergraduate Stewards this year, said, “The undergradu-

by Chris Reid

he

organization to identify themselves as
Stewards and also would open the all-

when the Jesuits were being suppressed
in America, “the [Jesuit] society tried

No Leads in
Hands Theft

that

cruiting but added that “in the future

people, seniors, juniors, sophomores,
freshmen, men, and women. Lots of

society in 1982 with Richard Cellini
(CAS 82).
The amendments and plan for the
rejuvenation of the society on campus
are part of a Steward alumni program
called Whitemarsh. During the 1700s

ho

Steward said.
Miranda said

to allow undergraduate members of the

male society to women,
Miranda (SFS 84), who

“intended

Georgetown officials seemed similarly pleased. Healy called the settle‘ment “acceptable’ and said that the
university’s main concern was compromising its Catholic identity by appearing to endorse homosexuality or homosexual activity. “The university had
long felt that the key issue was recog-

News Editor

The alumni members of the Stewards Society will meet in DC April 16
to discuss the future of the secret fraternity. Undergraduate members of the
society exposed in February have said
that they will not attend.
Those at the meeting will discuss
amendments to the Steward constitution that would alter the secrecy vow

groups’ legal fees, which could range

monies,

the undergraduate responsibilities [of
recruiting] and have started to approach undergraduates,” a former

by Chris Reid

gay

pressed hope that the agreement would
lead to a more tolerant atmosphere for
gay students on campus.
Richard Sincere, a spokesman for
the Gay and Lesbian Alumni Association of GU, said in a statement that
“after more than eight years of ardu- ous and sometimes acrimonious litigation over the rights of lesbian and gay
students, Georgetown University at last

heated negotiations between Georgetown and lawyers for the Gay People

Big
way

the

dent Chris Ragonese (SFS 88). He ex-

nouncement

ded

pay

of Directors con-

would be set which could cause much
mischief.”
Healy's letter and the university's an-

got

to

cluded after extensive discussion that
it had “a very weak case” and that the
court might not even agree to hear the

cided against us, a national precedent

1rn\BC
emJ so
usly
“ast

agreed

proceed,

versity President Timothy S. Healy, SJ,
to Georgetown’s faculty and alumni.
Healy also said that “if the court de-

us a

also

primarily for a non-university audience.” In addition, the gay students
said that they would not seek personal
damages.
Both sides hailed the settlement as a
victory. Gay student leaders said that
the order preserved the favorable ruling handed down last November. “It’s
over and we won,” said GPGU Presi-

case, according

cms

versity

That was the word last week, when
university officials announced that
Georgetown would not appeal to the
Supreme Court a lower court ruling
granting the student organizations
equal access to facilities and services.
The November 1987 ruling by the DC
Court of Appeals held that Georgetown did not have to “officially recognize” the two groups.
Georgetown had until April 1 to ask
the high court to hear an appeal. And
although the university was poised to
the Board

Steward Alumni Consider Comeback

other student clubs, admitting that to
deny such benefits was a violation of
the DC Human Rights Act. The uni-

by Cary Brazeman
HOYA Staff Writer
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Oscar Picks

O'Bryan said that a situation has
never arisen where an off-campus stu-

have to be integrated a little bit into
the DC fire department.”
“We're

looking forward

to expand-

ing into the community. It’s something
we'd like to do, but it’s all in the plan-

service. “Insurance has to be addressed,”

he said. “Working with the DC fire department is another problem. There is
a lot of red tape there,” he said.
Until recently, expanding service off-

it ever was before,” O'Bryan said. “With
be possible to expand.”
After receiving authorization from
the Department of Health, GERMS
would answer calls from both students
and residents of the Georgetown community, according to O'Bryan.
continued on page 2

Assistant News Editor

Election Commission deposits totalling $590 were stolen March 27 from
Election Commission Chairman Don
Simonetti’s knapsack, according to
Simonetti. $410 dollars in checks were
later returned, but $180 in cash are
still missing, he said. Simonetti said he

agreed to be held accountable for the
stolen money in a meeting with Director of Student Programs Penny Rue
yesterday. A personal check for $180
fully reimbursing the Election Board
was also submitted, he said.
“Our policy is that if you take out
money for your organization, you're

responsible for it,” Assistant Director

of Student Activities Martha Swanson

said. “It [the theft] is not being passed
off. He is responsible for that money.”
According to Simonetti the money
came from the accumulated deposits
of the student assembly representative
candidates. “It was [Simonetti’s|

idea

to have every candidate deposit $10,”
said Greg Smith, Georgetown University Student Assembly (GUSA) President. Simonetti explained that the deposit was “to circumvent people not
taking down their posters. The money

goes to the Election Commission if the
posters are not taken down 24 hours
after the election,” he said.
Smith said that “it is definitely Don’s
continued on page 7
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Controversy Greets GPGU Settlement
continued from page 1
organization and underwriting its activities was satisfactory, Healy said.
Law School Dean Robert Pitofsky
told The New York Times that “this
has been an unfortunate and divisive
issue on the campus.” But, he said,
“the university got what it cared about
a great deal—it got to preserve its
principles.”
Not all the reaction was positive,
however. Richard Blankenship (SFS
'89), vice president of GU’s College
Republicans, said that Georgetown

still open, but on hold,” according to
spokesman Janice Smith. She said that
a meeting would be scheduled between
her office and university officials to
discuss the order and confirm that ha-

should

in tax-exempt revenue bonds to finance
campus construction projects, including the Leavey Center. The more expensive alternative methods of financing that the university has had to
develop have fostered animosity among
many students toward GPGU and
LAGA.

“pursue

[the case]

a little bit

further.” He said he still sees no reason
to charter. “a group based on sexual
preference,” maintaining that GPGU
fulfills little more than a social
function.
Blankenship predicted that it is “inherent that they're goimtg to run into
conflict with other students and organizations,” saying that if the group
holds a dance, for example, he wouldn't
be surprised if a protest campaign were
launched.
Ruth Austern (SFS '89), president of

the Women's Caucus, which has long
supported GPGU, called on the administration to “recognize the hostile
atmosphere” still prevalent in some cor-

ners of campus, and “work toward educating people about one another.”
To ensure Georgetown’s compliance
with the consent order, the DC Office
of Human Rights will continue to monitor the situation. “Our investigation is

rassment

of

the

gay

groups

is not

continuing.
The DC Office of Human Rights has
held since 1981 that Georgetown was
in violation of the DC Human Rights
Act, which bans discrimination on the
basis of sexual orientation. As a result,
the DC City Council refused requests

from Georgetown to issue $200 million

In his letter Healy made clear that
he doesn’t blame the gay groups for

the loss of the bonds. “That denial,”
Healy said, “had nothing whatsoever
to do with the case: as a matter of fact
the denial was plainly illegal up until
November of 1987, since up to that
date the prevailing court decision was
in the university's favor.”
“Over the course of the next 30 years
that denial could cost the university
somewhere between $30 and $50 million. As far as I can see, the issuance
of tax-exempt bonds from the District

of Columbia is now impossible, and
the university must look elsewhere or

simply take the consequences.”
Ragonese rejected Healy's assertion
that the city is to blame for construction delays and tuition increases, finding fault with the university instead.
Georgetown failed to comply with DC
law, Ragonese said, and that explains
why

the university was

never author-

ized to issue the bonds.
The controversy over the bonds was

just one of several sub-plots in the tangle between the gay groups and the
university during the last eight years.
Numerous incidents of vandalism against
GPGU and LAGA posters have occurred. And the protests incited by a
GPGU-sponsored dance on campus
two years ago prompted the administration to cancel the event.
The battle between gay groups and
Georgetown began in 1973, when the
first organized group of gay students
sought recognition from the university
administration.

The

group’s

request

was denied, but no legal action was
taken

until

1980,

when

GPGU

and

LAGA sued the university for violating the DC Human Rights Act. In its
defense, Georgetown said that the First
Amendment protected the university's
right to uphold principles consistent
with its Catholic tradition. The Catholic Church regards homosexual acts as
sinful.

DC Superior Court Judge Leonard
Braman ruled for the gay groups in a
March 1981 pre-trial hearing, finding
that the university had de facto vio-

HOYA

File Photg

Rev. Timothy S. Healy, SJ.

lated the District statute. But a sepa-

rate trial conveneda year later to consider whether Georgetown was exempt
from the DC Human Rights Act yielded
a different result. In October 1983
Judge Sylvia Bacon sided with Georgetown. The gay groups appealed.
In July 1985 the DC Court of Appeals ruled 2-1 that Georgetown must
grant the groups official “recognition,”
saying that the DC statute outweighed
Georgetown’s burden of conveying its

disapproval of homosexuality. The full
court reheard the case soon after, and

in November 1987 ruled 5-2 that Georgetown be required to provide the groups
with the same “tangible benefits” afforded other student organizations.
The court said, however, that George-

town did not have
GPGU and LAGA.

to “recognize”

continued from page 1
“Moving outside the gates would be
a step up for GERMS in that we'd be
able to provide our service to residents
living nearby,” O'Bryan said. “There
would be no differentiation between
students and non-students. That's the
way mutual aid always works.”
O'Bryan said that GERMS must “ensure we cover the Georgetown campus at all times.” He also said that “a
concern of the university administration and GERMS is that we don’t leave
the campus bare.”
To provide service to both the university and the community, GERMS
would need to staff two emergency
crews in the event two calls came in at
once, O'Bryan said.

GERMS will obtain new communications equipment in mid-June which
should improve the speed of GERMS’
emergency medical service (EMS), according to O'Bryan. GERMS will receive new walkie-talkies, pagers, and a

new dispatching center.
“We're really looking forward to the
system,” O'Bryan said. “We're looking
forward to improving our service.”
At present, on-campus emergency
calls are first received by GUPS, according to O'Bryan. GUPS then calls
the hospital, which calls GERMS.
GERMS

responds to an emergency

within three and one half minutes after

mT

receiving notification from the hospital, according to O'Bryan. O'Bryan said
that the transfer of calls from GUPS to
the hospital is “a significant weakness
in our dispatching system that we're
going to get rid of”
O'Bryan could not quantify the
amount of time lost with the current
dispatching structure, but that “any delay is a significant delay.”
With the new communications equipment, the GUPS dispatcher can alert
both security officers and GERMS over
the same radio channel. “This will
mean that our current response time
will be real. It can only help our current response times,” O'Bryan said.
The GERMS staff currently consists
of 61 volunteers, approximately ten
more

than

last

year,

according

to

O'Bryan. He said that the “new EMT
[emergency medical training] class will
be the largest class ever.”
In January 1987, the Office of Student Affairs purchased a new ambulance for GERMS. “That really contributed to our ability to give good
EMS,” O'Bryan said. The old ambu- .
lance is not currently serviced, but
could be used if the new ambulance
needs repairs.

The

growth

in GERMS’

member-

ship and the new dispatching system
will allow GERMS to staff two crews
at once in order to answer two different calls simultaneously, O'Bryan said.

CAC

General Meeting
for all volunteers
THE CHALLENGE

OF MISSION

Meet other volunteers and share experiences

The University and the Church

APRIL 12, 4:30
TIMOTHY
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S.].

BICENTENNIAL LECTURE SERIES
THE JOHN CARROLL LECTURES —1987-1988
LECTURE will be held in the Georgetown University Intercultural Center Auditorium.
ADMISSION IS FREE and open to the public.

; ‘Monday, April 11, 8:00 pm
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FOR FURTHER INFORMATION. contact the Office of the Bicentennial, 202-687-1789
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DC

$10 OFF
HIGHLIGHTING
Cap reg. $45

Foil reg. $65

includes wash & blow dry
offer expires April 30, 1988
Haircuts from $14.
Long hair extra

NEEDA SUMMER JOB?

Write for the Hoya Saxa
N

If you are interested in sports and journalism,
the Stephen P. Dean Memorial Scholarship
may be for you! You will receive financial aid |

while writing for the Hoya Saxa, a journal of

Excellent Accounting Experience
40 Hour Work Week
Competitive Salary

Georgetown sports.
Contact Kathy Federici

Georgetown University Alumni Association
687-6800

Call Financial Allqirs
Ext. 77000

bubbles
Haircutters
2020 K Street, NW, 659-5005 / 1025 Vermont Ave., N.W.
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Volunteers 18-69 for anti-anxiety drug trial. 7 weeks on either drug or placebo. No
substance abuse 1 year prior to study and history of anxiety for at least 3 months.
No charge for visits or lab tests.
362-5888 or 686-1870
Mon. - Fri. 10 AM - 4 PM
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lands during our moment in the sun.
Oh! Did we mention our wild
summer nights? Call us for an
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a summer or a year teaching in
Kenya.
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$1.25
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Summer English tutoring program for undergraduates;
full-year volunteer teaching program for seniors and

—

Washington Post
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graduates.

No teaching experience feouired,
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WorldTeach, Phillips Brooks House,
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Congressional Bill Threatens Faculty Tenure

Graw,Hi uang,
Wolf Earn
Most

by Alex Niven
HOYA

Votes

ate.

“It is really not a good thing for the
universities,” said Porreco. “Most universities might be forced to drop ten-

The Georgetown University Student
Association

(GUSA)

held

elections

March 29 for assembly representatives
from

next

year’s

sophomore,

ure.” According to Porreco, University

junior,

and senior classes. Four assembly seats
were available for each class.
Of the candidates from the class of
1989, Mary Graw led the race with 226
votes. Current GUSA chairman Theresa Miller received 219 votes. Following Miller were Joe Rand with 187 votes
and Andy Jezic with 148 votes.
In the class of 1990, Nancy Huang
received 308 votes, Kevin Prokop
earned 203 votes, Fitz Haney was third
with 162 votes, and Hank Burgoyne
had 147 votes.
In the class of 1991, Jason Wolf received the most votes with 242. Jason
Garick earned 208 votes. Following
Garick were Mario Correa with 206

Nancy Huang (SBA '90). Nicholas Mack
votes and Sosamma Samuel with 198
votes.
1320 students supported the referendum which proposed the addition of a
Georgetown Program ‘Board entertainment fee to student tuition. 564 students opposed the referendum.

Past Clock Hand Thefts
Prompted Tower Security
* continued from page 1
According to Vice President for
| Administration and Facilities Charles
Meng, the administration has attempted to secure both the attic and tower
| of the Healy building from trespassfers. In 1980, a maintenance crew
made the clock tower “fairly impregnable” according to Meng, by installing a series of three steel doors and a
number of steel cages throughout the
tower.
The university decided to take
| these greater security measures in the
tower, Meng said, to ensure the safety
of students who' might try to break
into the clock tower while intoxicated. “You have to be pretty lucid
of mind to navigate the place [the
inside of the tower|,” Meng said, re-

ferring to
cases and
clock.
GUPS
the doors

a number of narrow stairladders on the way to the
possesses the only keys to
which lead to the tower,

according to Christian, except for a

master key which is kept in the central lock shop. Workers at the lock
shop said that no copy of the master
1key had been made recently. GUPS
reported that there was no

forced entry on thé ¢doors)

Assistant News Editor

A Congressional bill due to take effect in 1990 that will eliminate the mandatory retirement age of 70 threatens
the faculty tenure employment system
at Georgetown, according to Rocco
Porreco, president of the Faculty Sen-

by Johanna Ramos
HOYA Staff Writer

Wh:

Meng said that before these secur-

ity measures were taken, the clock
hands were stolen several times a year

and so the university kept a large

supply of replacements on hand. The
hands, consisting of a five foot long
minute hand and a three foot long
hour hand, are worth between $500
and $600, Christian said.

Christian said that sometime

be-

President Timothy Healy, SJ, has already appointed a committee to examine the problem.
Porreco speculated that the university might be forced to offer long-term
contracts instead. “Sometimes a professor could get beyond the point
where he could make his own decision
to
resign,” he said. “It might be
necessary.’
However,

Meng said that, in 1978, when he
was working for the president's office, a pair of clock hands was stolen
and then later gift wrapped and anonymously given as a present to Father
Healy.
In this year’s case, the prankster
took the hub of the clock as well as

the hands. Meng said that the hub
was the most difficult component to
replace, and that unless the hub was
returned, the process of ordering

another would take some time.
Rumors about the identity of the
prankster have included Alpha Phi
Omega

(APO),

the

campus

service

Cheyfitz,

an associ-

ate English professor, warned that the
idea “would not go over well with the
faculty” Without

tenure, he does not

believe that’academic freedom could
remain, and the reputation of the uni-

professors have a three-tiered hierarchy, starting with assistant professors,
whose contracts are reviewed annually, according to Lawrence Lilienfield,
chairman of the Rank and Tenure Committee since 1981. They are granted
seven years to prove they are worthy
for tenure, according to Lilienfield, and
are otherwise released.
‘Once granted tenure, professors become permanent members of the university until retirement, barring “fiscal
exigency or moral turpitude or incompetence.” Lilienfield said that the tenure system “is primarily a way of guaranteeing academic freedom, so that a
professor can state researched opinions without the fear of losing his or
her job.”
“Tenure is a provision of protection
and security by which a professor can
pursue his work without pressure from
the administration,” agreed Helde.

Job security is another important reason for tenure. “A lifetime appointment
is valuable,” said Lilienfield. Accord-

ing to Helde, tenure protects professors from being released by the university as soon as they pass their prime.

tion of College Professors (AACP), according to Thomas Helde, chairman

“Otherwise, the professor is in a very
vulnerable position,” he said. “If an
older professor is released, he stands
very little chance of Anding another
job.”
The university also has financial reasons for the tenure system. Lilienfield
said, “Without tenure, we would have
to grant higher salaries to star professors and get rid of them eventually.
With it, professors trade off lower sala-

of the history department. Georgetown

ries

versity would

suffer. Porreco,

on the

other hand, insisted that academic freedom would still be protected by going
through grievance processes if a professor detected discrimination against
himself.
The tenure system was developed in
the 1920s by the American Associa-

for security.”

Lilienfield

added,

The HOYA, Page 3

“People are also willing to work harder
for less money to attain tenure.”
Lilienfield admitted that tenure has
some disadvantages. “A professor that
is no longer productive will still have
to be retained. This could be annoying
to someone trying to move the school

ate strives to appoint one member each
for the medical and law campuses, as
well as from the sciences, English, philosophy, humanities, and. social sci-

in a specific direction,” he said. How-

All are senior professors who “meet in

ever, he maintained that experienced
professors can also be more valuable
on committees than younger faculty.
The tenure procedure usually begins

excellent fashion the criterion for ten-

between the professor’s third and seventh year at Georgetown, according to

consider candidates for tenure, according to Lilienfield. The first is the production of research and scholarly

Lilienfield. A professor can submit his
own application, but is more commonly
recommended to apply by the chairman of his department, Lilienfield said.
Non-tenured

faculty

are

usually

rec-

ommended to apply following an annual review of their work by the
tenured faculty in the department, ac-

cording to Helde.
A committee of all tenured faculty
in the department first considers the
application, according to Helde, and
then votes on whether it should be
sent to the Rank and Tenure Committee. “The procedure means a great
deal, and is taken very seriously by the

department,” said Helde. “Permanent
tenure must be given only to those
who will continue to produce and not
‘die on the vine.”
Sixteen members constitute the Rank
and Tenure committee, which is one
of the most important university com-

mittees, Porreco said. Eight
are appointed by University
Timothy S. Healy, SJ, and
elected by the Faculty Senate.

members
President
eight are
The Sen-

ences, according to Porreco.

“We try to keep. that distribution,
and Fr. Healy keeps the same,” he said.
ure and rank,”and serve a staggered
three year term, Porreco said.
Three general criteria are used to

works. The history department requirement is usually a book accepted by a
major scholarly press, according to .

Helde. Other departments have different criteria, including the government
department, which looks for “evidence
of a project, a set of themes or values
that an individual deems worthy of research,” according to John Bailey,
chairman of the department.
The second criterion is teaching
competence, primarily shown by student/teacher evaluations, according to

Lilienfield. Some departments have
older faculty sit in on tenure candidates’ classes, according to Bailey. Class
syllabi and other professors’ impressions
can also be important, Bailey added.
Service to the Georgetown commu-

nity is also taken into account, according to Lilienfield. Faculty service is
mainly manifested through committee
work, said Porreco. However,

“young

professors are generally given less service responsibilities and can therefore
continued on page 5

SAC Defers Academic Council Funding to Deans

‘fore he came to the university in 1974,

some students stole the hands of the
clock and then later replaced them,
except that they were painted with
red and white peppermint stripes.

Eric

by Nicole Wong
HOYA

Assistant News Editor

The Student Activities Commissions
(SAC)

decision

to refuse to fund

the

academic councils could render some
councils “inoperable,” according to a
letter issued jointly by the five academic councils March 28.
The SAC Budget Allocation Group
did not award the councils any funds
because the Provost's Office already
allocates $500 to the individual councils through

their

dean’s

offices,

ac-

cording to SAC Chairman Steve Plumb
(SBA ’88). The SAC also believes that
supplemental funds should come from
the deans’ offices as the councils are
largely a function of the schools, Plumb
said.
However,

the designated

funds

are

usually absorbed into the deans’ budgets and not easily accessible, according to the letter signed by the mem-

fraternity, which was holding a formal
dance on the night of the theft. APO
esident. Marty
Bryan (CAS ’89):{ «bers of the. five gouncils.
e aid, “I guarantee you Po
in APO}. “Following feceipt of the letter and a,
meeting with the council members last .
was involved.”
pg,
Tuesday, SAC administrators agreed to
Tom Pelton and Zane Vella contribdraft a letter to the deans explaining
uted information to this story.
their responsibility for the council bud-

0 run your
OWI SHOW
~

gets and offering to help to negotiate a
“reasonable compromise” regarding
supplemental funds. They also agreed
to notify the councils of “tangible benefits” from the SAC, Plumb said.
While the members recognized the
limited resources available to the SAC,
they suggested that the Provost's office improve the structure of the budget process. “Many of us have trouble
tracking down the $500,” according to
the College of Arts and Sciences Academic Council President Maura Griffith (CAS ’88). “The money is given to
the dean and it just gets eaten up.”
The SAC contacted the Provost’s Office this week to ask that they specifically allocate $500 to the councils when
giving the deans their budgets, according to Plumb. “The money is there to
be given to [the councils], but we realize that ‘that’s not always the case,”

Plumb said.
The funding requests are made to
the dean without a structured budget;
according to members of the councils.
“Father

[Royden]

Davis

{dean

of the

College] has always just had us come
to him for funds. He does give us
money which probably amounts to

$500 a year,” said Griffith.
“What we'd like is to have the $500
deposited in an account so that it won’t
be lost in the shuffle,” Griffith said.
“In addition, some kind of permanent
structure and a commitment for those
funds from either the SAC or the dean’s
office”
However,

even

the

$500

from

the

Provost is not sufficient for all of the
councils, according to Griffith. “The
College [of Arts and Sciences] council

is responsible for almost 3,000 students.
Compare that to the smaller schools of
Language and Linguistics or Foreign
Service,” Griffith said: “It costs us $480
just to publish one newsletter.”
In

contrast,

the

Foreign

Service"

Dean’s Office gives the academic council about $800 each year for its 1,250
students, according to Scott Barney
(SES '90), a member of the council.
That amount funds the school’s news-

letter, monthly happy hours, faculty
sdinpers, forums

and;embassy, trips,

The amount of funding received is
neither structured nor is it always fair,
according to College of Arts and Sciences Assistant Dean Claire Carey.
“They can’t count on the expenditures,” Carey said. “They're at the
mercy of Father Davis’ decision.”
“The SES and SLL seem to work in
a partnership with their deans,” said
Griffith. “Their deans are willing to
make up for what the SAC doesn’t give
to them. But while the College may
have more money in dollars and cents,
commensurately, they also have more
expenses.”
“I understand the problem of the
SAC’s

the other councils were having problems,” Barney said.

resources,

The American Express® Card can play a starring role
virtually anywhere you shop, from Tulsa to Thailand.
Whether you're buying a TV or a T-shirt. So during college
and after, it’s the perfect way to pay for just about
everything you'll want.

they've

their budget policies,” Griffith added.

As it is, we have no financial freedom.”

The SAC will contact the deans’ of
. fices to remind them of the $500 allor

cation to the councils in their budget;
according to Plumb. Regarding supcontinued on page 5
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but

“We were trying to strengthen our organization by applying for SAC funds
and have something to operate with.

Barney said. “Our dean is very cooper-+
ative. Until the members met to draft
the letter, we didn’t even realize that

limited

got to understand that a six-person student council is not going to have much
influence on a dean’s office to change

in an exclusive solo performance entitled
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Mondale Calls Glasnost “A Challenge”
by both nations last December, must
be ratified.
Mondale also said the U.S. and So-

by Matt Beh
HOYA

Staff Writer

Former Vice President Walter F.
Mondale said that Soviet General Sec-

viet Union should negotiate and implement new strategic arms restraint

retary

agreements. Mondale called for a 50
percent reduction in strategic warheads
and launchers, elimination of destabilizing weapons, expansion of the 1982

Mikhail

Gorbachev's

glasnost

policies have changed the relationship
between the U.S. and the Soviet Union
“from a battle of ideology to a fight for
power and influence around the globe”
during the Fifth Annual Walsh Lecture March 24 in the InterCultural Center Auditorium.
Mondale said that in Gorbachev's
short tenure to date, he has presented
an astonishing challenge to U.S. for-

eign policy. “Gorbachev's rhetoric and
proposals have scored a dramatic public relations victory

in the West”

He

said recent polls show the public in
Western Europe views the U.S. as more
of a threat to peace than the Soviet
Union.
As a result, Mondale said, the U.S.

Anti-Ballistic

Missile

treaty

to cover

modern technology, and the necessary
verification for all the proposals. He
said we must “accept the fact that there

is currently no scientific basis upon
which a people-protecting Star Wars
defense system could be built.”
Third, Mondale said, the West must

work out a conventional arms and
force deployment proposal for stability in Europe. He said, “Gorbachev
and his colleagues have admitted that
there are asymmetries in military forces

that favor the Warsaw Pact.”
He also called for regular meetings

relationship with the East has entered
a new phase, requiring bold new initiatives on the part of the West. The conflict has, in effect, shifted from a battle

between the East and West national
security, establishments. In this way

of ideology to a fight for power and
influence around the globe. He said,
“these ‘negotiable commodities’ boil
down to concrete issues on which each
side can formulate realistic bargaining
positions.” Dialogue is now possible,

war.’

and even necessary to keep our preeminent place in the world, Mondale

said.
Mondale proposed five declarations
necessary to use Gorbachev's glasnost
and other reforms to American advantage. First, he said the IntermediateRange Nuclear Forces Treaty, signed

they can “discuss military doctrine and
strategies to reduce the chances of
Finally, Mondale said we should be
pressing the Soviets in other areas. “We
should demand that the Soviets comply with the human rights requirements

of the Helsinki Accords—such as freedom of emigration, reunification of
families, and the free flow of information,” he said.
He also called for a bilateral reform

of the United Nations and chemical
weapons agreements. Mondale said the
U.S! must watch events in Afghanistan
as the Soviet Union withdraws.

Mondale said the Soviets seem to be
reexamining

their

mostly

destructive

influence in the Third World. He said,
“We should challenge them to demonstrate that they are willing to act as a
positive force for negotiation and peace

and have abandoned their previous
spoilers’ no-war/no-peace position.”
Mondale called attention to Moscow's new economic policies but said
“they must

wards

show

some

free markets,

movement

to-

as the Chinese

GRADUATING
STUDENT NURSES

have.” He said we should seriously con-

sider their request for observer status
at the

General

Agreement

on

Trade

and Tariffs and the International Monetary Fund, provided the Soviets show
more economic liberalism.
Regarding a dialogue with the Soviets,
he said, “It is time that we regained
our democratic nerve and showed it.
Let Gorbachev speak; we can handle
it. The West is entirely capable of developing prudent bargaining positions
which can advance our own interests.”

You're Invited...

OPEN HOUSE

The Walsh Lectures were established
in 1984 by Mrs. Helen Walsh in memory of her husband,

Thursday, April 21, 1988
9:30 am - 12 noon
3:00 pm - 7:00 pm

the late Colonel

William J. Walsh. They began in conjunction with the donation of Colonel
Walsh's personal papers to Georgetown. His papers cover much of American political history, with an emphasis
on campaigning and the politics of New
York in the 20th century.
Mondale joined such previous distinguished Walsh Fund lecturers as
Theodore H. White and Jeane Kirkpatrick in speaking on American politics and foreign policy.

The Washington Hospital Center
Private Dining Room

110 Irving Street, N.W.
Washington, DC 20010

Former Georgetown VP McGrath Dies
by Mark Nagel
HOYA

Assistant News Editor

Rev. Brian A. McGrath, SJ, a government professor who had served
Georgetown for 50 years, died of a
heart attack March 25 at the university’s Jesuit Community. McGrath was
74 years old.
~ A university press release said that
“as the chief administrator under Rev.

from 1955 to 1966 and was also dean
of the College of Arts and Sciences
from 1950 to 1957, the press release
said.

McGrath entered the Society of Jesus in 1931, earned his bachelor’s de-

gree in 1936, and received his licentiate in philosophy in 1938 from St. Louis
University.
:
McGrath first came to Georgetown
as a graduate fellow in political sciEdward Bunn, SJ, Georgetown Uni- ; ence in 1938, later becoming a government instructor while completing his
versity president from 1952 to 1964,
master’s degree in political science
Fr. McGrath played a key role in bringat Georgetown in 1940.
ing the university into the modern
From 1941 to 1945, McGrath studworld of higher education.”
ied theology at Woodstock College,
“He didn’t fall. He toppled—like a
Md., where he was ordained in 1944,
big statue, larger than life,” said Rev.
according to the press release.
G. Ronald Murphy, SJ, rector of the
In 1946, McGrath began his docJesuit Community. “He was deeply aptoral studies in political science at Harpreciated because he was so appreciavard University. After three years at
tive of everyone around him.”

McGrath retired as Georgetown Uni-

~versity’s senior vice president in 1971.
From

1966 to 1970, McGrath

was the

administrative vice president. He
served as the university's first academic
vice president and dean of faculties

Harvard, McGrath returned to George-

town to become the acting head of the,
political science department in the
graduate school, according to the press
release. In 1949, he received a master’s
degree in political science from Harvard.
i

From

1961

to

1971,

McGrath

was

‘regent of the law center. In the 1970s
he was the chaplain at the law center
and executive secretary of the university’s board of regents, the press release said.
McGrath was a member of many
scholarly and professional organizations, including the American Political
Science Association, American Academy of Political and Social Sciences,

and the American Association of Higher Education. From 1956 to 1968,
McGrath served on the board of directors of the Jesuit Research Council and
was its president from 1963 to 1964.
The Georgetown University Alumni
Association awarded McGrath the William Gaston Award in 1965, the John
Carroll Award in 1966, and the Award
for University Service in 1987.
McGrath

:

The Washington Hospital Center is a private, not-forprofit 871-bed teaching hospital located in the heart of

our nation’s capital.
Come tour our facility and meet with our clinical
managers, head nurses, and nursing educators. Learn

about the numerous opportunities available in all the
nursing areas. We offer a free State Board Review class,
to all graduate nurses, and ICU fellowships.
For further details, call Janet Hunter, Employment Spe-

cialist, at (202) 877-6048, or toll free at (800) 432-3993.

once said, “You can do a

C

lot of good in this world,
if you're will-

ing to let other people take the credit,”

the press release said.
fd
“That kind of generosity of mind is
a real gift to a place,” Murphy said.
“We really feel that he’s not here. We
do miss him.”

In the heart of our cities
people die for
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For Senior Class Unity
by Adrienne Toomey
Staff Writer

Student Association President-elect
Mark Johnson has appointed 40 students to the 1988-89 Senior Class Committee

(SCC).

Jim

O’Connor,

SCC

Chairman said, “The goal of the committee is to promote senior class unity. Basically, we want to help make
Georgetown’s 200th graduating class
everything it should be.”
“Seniors can expect some great activities next year,” Johnson said. “The
committee we've chosen is more solid
than it’s ever been before. We had so
many excellent applicants that we decided to select 40 students instead of
the usual 30.”
:
Johnson appointed students from diverse backgrounds to the committee.
He said, “We weren't looking for people with a huge resume of experience
at Georgetown. Experience was a plus,
but we didn’t want a group of people
who had all been involved in the same

SCC member. “A lot of students have

ard Furey (CAS 89).

animosity toward the Leavey Center.
When it opens, though, we'll be able
to plan things that we've never had
before —like outdoor parties in the center’s rooftop gardens. I'm not sure of
all the opportunities Leavey will bring,
but the committee will exist within a

The Senior Class Committee Members are Mary Beth Byrne, Laurel BowJennifer Cook, Gwynn Dujardin, Laura

activities. Primarily, we were

new

Jennifer

looking

for creative people who are willing to
make a big time commitment and who
are dedicated to their class.”
According to Johnson, this year’s application process was altered so “an especially well-rounded committee could
be

selected.”

In the

past,

committee

members were chosen by the president-

new possibilities for senior activities,
according to Jamie Frueh (SFS ’89),

context once

the center opens,”

Frueh said.
Georgetown’s bicentennial celebration will also bring unique challenges.
SCC Vice Chairman appointee Chris

nor (CAS

’'89), Vice

Chairman

Chris

Raymond, Treasurer Edward Torre
(SES 89), Comptroller Abena Darkeh
(CAS ’89), Secretary Bill Raskin (CAS
’89), and Advertising Manager Rich-

man,

Derrick

Britt,

Daryl

Capuano,

Ferris, Jamie Frueh, Ygnacio Garcia,
Brian Gibson, Hugh Golden, Edward

Grefenstette, Dionne Hanson, Jim Hoy,
Hunt,

Alex

Kleiner,

Moira

Kunkel, Philip Landler, Reinhold Llerena, Anthony Lebe, Kevin Mahoney,
Natalie Martinez, Carey McDonald,
Gretchen Meisenzahl, Frances Penny,

Raymond (SBA ’89) said, “There are a

Stuart Pollard, Olga Petrovich, Mark

lot of activities planned for the bicentennial which involve the whole campus. I think it's important that we work

Siegal, John

Shumake,

Andy

Shipe,

Alexandra Sims, Monica Taylor, Chris
Verni, and Joe Wagner.

Tenure Judges Potential, Says Bailey
continued from page 3
emphasize scholarship,” he said.
Scholarship is generally regarded as
the most important criterion of the
three, according to Lilienfield, although
some dissension does exist upon this
issue. Porreco said that Provost Donald Freeze, SJ, “has insisted that teach-

ing be the primary criterion.”
However, Porreco said that this cannot occur. “Teaching is a reputational
affair,” he said. “One professor may
know that a professor is a good teacher,
but there is no substantiation, and is
therefore a chancy affair”
“If his publication record is good,
and he has better than average teaching, a professor will probably get ten-

ure,” he continued. “With just an excellent teaching record, he probably
won't,” Porreco said.
The Rank and Tenure Committee
also draws on recommendations from

impartial outside sources who are recognized as authorities in the applicant's
academic field, according to Lilienfield.

“Each case requires a great deal of
study,” said Porreco. “One member [of

the committee] becomes the most informed on the applicant and presents
the case. Once the case is presented,
the applicant is discussed and finally
voted upon. The result of the vote is
then submitted as a recommendation
to the [university] president.”

The president finally decides on the

applicant’s tenure bid, according to
Lilienfield, and rarely goes against the
committee’s recommendation. “The
challenge of the award of tenure is to
predict that a professor will be an academician and scholar for the rest of
his life,” said Lilienfield.
“It’s a judgement of potential,” said
Bailey. “We are making a judgement

of the quality of education your children get. We are trying to make judgments for the next generation. That's
very important, because a university is
a continuous chain linking the past to
the future, and what we do now shapes
the future.”

SAC Wants Deans to Fund Councils
continued from page 3
plemental funds, “some of the deans’
offices are not doing their fair share.
They're giving the councils responsibilities, like sitting on committees

or

conducting surveys, without giving
them the support they need,” Plumb
said.
“As a student organization, the academic councils should have been considered

more

carefully by the SAC,”

Dean Carey said. In the past, the SAC

has sporadically allocated money to
some of the councils upon request, according to Plumb. “There are some
years when the councils don’t feel they
need the SAC. This is the first year
that all of the councils have requested
funding,” Plumb said.
“Last year we got a little over $200
from the SAC,” according to Brent
Gallenberger (SLL '89), who drafted

the councils’ letter. “Allocations to
clubs seems to come in cycles. A lot of

it has to do with good relationships
between the SAC and the club.”
“The academic councils border on
whether they should be an SAC club
just because they technically represent
the students. That's what we have
GUSA [Georgetown University Student Association] for,” according to
Plumb. “The bottom line is that we.
can’t subsidize groups just because
other offices aren’t doing their share,”
Plumb said.

Write News for The HOYA—687-3929

The tans can’t last. The credits will.

NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY
SUMMER SESSION '88

“Is Mike Dukakis boring? Let’s put
it this way: if you loved Mondale,
you’ll like Dukakis.”

2003 Sheridan Road
Evanston, Illinois 60208
For a free copy of the

Please send my free copy of the
Summer Session '88 catalog with financial
aid and registration information.
(Available mid-March)

current issue of National
Review write to Dept.

UNIV,

150 East 35th

Street New York, N.Y.

10016

Name
School Address
City
State
washington beach club 1987

HOYA

elect and vice president-elect. Johnson
said, “Justin Falvey and I still had the
final say, but we had a lot more input
[from other sources] than usual. All
the applicants worked at the Senior
Auction, and this year’s committee
chairman and vice chairman evaluated
their performances. We asked the junior class representatives for recommendations because we figure they
have a feel for their classmates. We
also got input from the current GUSA
president and vice president.”
The 1988-89 Senior Class Committee will work in a new environment
because the Leavey Center will create

The HOYA, Page 5

Home Address
City
State

WANN Baring

ZIP

Some, some summertime...
Send the coupon or
call 1-800-FINDS-NU
(Inside Mlinois call 312/491-4114)

Ey
1

or write:
WBC-GT

GU Lecture Fund Presents

Tom Clancy
Author of:

Red Storm Rising, The Hunt for Red October,
and Patriot Games

~ Wed., April 13
7:30 p.m. in Gaston Hall

Box 2809

Alexandria, VA

22301

ee

New SCC Will Strive

~ Friday, April 8, 1988
along with the bicentennial committee,
but we also have to make sure our
graduation doesn’t get lost in the shuffle. We need to start having senior activities early in the fall which will unify
our class.”
SCC member Moira Kunkel (NUR
’89), said she would like to see these
activities be more broadly focused than
in the past. “Not everyone enjoys Senior Night at the Pub. The majority of
our activities will still be purely social,
but that’s not the only way to unify our
class. We want to continue tradition,
but we should also expand to cultural
and service events. We want every senior to feel like a part of the class. We
want the class of 89 to go out with a
bang,” Kunkel said.
The 1988-89 Senior Class Committee Officers are: Chairman Jim O’Con-

~

&

va
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The Potomac Hotel Group
Welcomes the Parents of the Georgetown
University Graduating Class of 1988
Special rates have been established at the following hotels
for your visit to Washington for graduation:

2

* St-James

*OneWashingtonCircle

A Preferred Residence

One Washington Circle, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20037
(202) 872-1680/(800) 424-9671
(All suites)

950 24th St. N.W.

Washington, D.C. 20037
:

$85.00 Weekend
$110.00 Midweek

(202) 457-0500/(800) 852-8512
(All suites)
$75.00 Weekend
$95.00 Midweek

3

"THE-RIVER'INN
924 Twenty-Fifth Street, N.-W
Washington, D.C. 20037
(202) 337-7600/(800) 424-2741

PRR

(All suites)
$75.00 Weekend

Then

Ytoliday

ne

THE GOVERNORS HOUSE

17th St. at Rhode Island Ave. |
Washington, D.C. 20036
(202) 296-2100/(800) 821-4367

$75.00 Weekend
$95.00 Midweek

$95.00 Midweek

AL

FOGGY

BOTTOM

824 New Hampshire Avenue
Washington, D.C. 20037
(202) 337-6620/(800) 426-4455
$75.00 Weekend
$95.00 Midweek

THE GEORGETOWN INN
1310 Wisconsin Avenue,

N.W.

Washington, D.C. 20007
(202) 333-8900/(800) 424-2979
$135.00 Weekend
$235.00 Midweek

*Within a five minute walk from the Kennedy Center.
~~

NZ ZN

IR

\\

© #1t.

iS

SNE

All rates are for up to four people per room.
Weekend rates are Friday—Monday and-midweek rates;are Tuesday—Thursday.
A

Thursday, April 14
Friday, April 15
12-6 pm in Healy G-07

$40 per ticket
$15 Ballroom table reservation

Visa, Mastercard, American Express
Cash & Checks Accepted

Every senior is guaranteed 5 tickets
Extra tickets will be sold on April 21 & 22
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‘Rue, Smith Hold Simonetti Responsible For Funds
(continued from page 1)

responsibility.
have

It’s standing

he stopped at the library to find a
book for a research project. “I looked
up the book on the third floor and
then went to the fourth floor to find
it,” he continued. “The knapsack was
unzipped on the research table right

policy to

no cash in the [GUSA]

office,”

he said. “The way we have established
to do it is that you don’t hold cash at
the end of the day, you deposit all
money in the safe in the SAC office.”

“I was only upstairs for four to five

front of the office, said Swanson. “Our

major concern has always been to protect the people who have their club’s
cash,” she said.
“Money in the safe in SAC offices is
the university’s responsibility,” said
“I seem

to remember

minutes, and when I
knapsack was exactly
Simonetti said. “I just
the orange binder was

"Algo especial

said that the money

Your facility for foreign languages, particularly German, Japanese, French or Spanish, can
help land you an exciting career as a Flight Attendant with American Airlines.
Welll start you off with comprehensive and personalized training at our exclusive 40-acre
Flight Attendant Training Center outside D/FW International Airport. Here, you'll learn all
aspects of passenger safety and service; and we'll enhance all the qualities that will make
you a successful Flight Attendant.
After training, it's “Welcome Aboard!” as our newest Flight Attendant. As you gain
experience and seniority, you'll have the opportunity for flight assignments where you can
use your linguistic abilities.

MINIMUM QUALIFICATIONS
O Friendly, outgoing personality with neat, well-groomed appearance.
O Willing and able to relocate.
O You must be a U.S. citizen or already possess the legal right to work in the U.S.
[J High school diploma or GED.
OJ Height: 512” to 60” without shoes. Weight in proportion to height.
OJ Age: 20 years minimum.
O Vision: 20/50 minimum (each eye). Corrective lenses acceptable.
Two years college or two years public contact experience preferred. If qualified and
interested, please contact us immediately.
Please send a self-addressed, business size envelope for an application and career
information to:

American Airlines, Inc.
Flight Service Recruitment

when he accidentally flipped the folder

was

open and noticed the money was gone.

“deposits, not revenue. That's why I
never deposited it in the safe.” Instead,
said Simonetti, he kept the money in a
binder under the couch in the back
room of the GUSA office. “The only
people who have a key to the back

The six dollars and credit cards in his
wallet were untouched. He said he then
reported the theft to Georgetown Uni-

versity Protective Services (GUPS).
Simonetti reported that he found the
$410 in checks anonymously returned
on a desk in the unlocked GUSA office following the GUSA meeting Sunday night. He said that the cash is still

myself, and only I knew where the
money was,” Simonetti said.
According to Simonetti, every weekend he kept the money at his house,
since “there is far more traffic during
weekends and the door is not always
locked. It worked out really well. The
freshman and presidential elections
worked out perfectly,” he said.
Simonetti said he removed the binder
containing the deposits and placed it
in his knapsack March 27. Afterwards

| AmericanAirlines |
opportunity employer

missing.

Rue is working on the investigation
along with Officer Piper of Protective
Services, according to Simonetti. He
said that Piper’s investigation right now
is “basically at a standstill.” Smith said,

“There’s no way in hell short of a confession that we can know who did it.”
Smith found Simonetti’s story “problematic because there are so many

(continued from page 1)
schools,” Hager said.
Mike Meyer (SLL ’88) of the SLL
Senior Planning and Review Committee added, “The hardest part is that
the deans have never done this before.”
Kapusta echoed Hager’s sentiments,
saying that it was not hard for the SBA
to get a distinguished speaker, “in that
we do have a lot of high level contacts.
the positive

side, he

(Connor)

ters relating to commencement. All decisions are made collectively with this
committee. It's working extremely well.
The students, faculty and administration have been extremely helpful,”
Carey said. Davis consulted several
times with the committee which included the president of the academic
council, as well as the College Executive Council and groups of students,
according to Carey.
Students also had a great deal of
input on the speaker for the School of
Business Administration, according to
Kapusta. “The Student Steering Committee suggested some names, including Connor’s. He is of high interest to
accounting majors. He was the first
inducting officer for Beta Gamma
Sigma [the SBA Honors Society] in

is

someone of more interest to our students and parents. This way, each
school can have someone stimulating
and exciting for their graduates.”
Students in the College played a role
in choosing Arias as the speaker, according to Carey. “As soon as we found
out about the separate commencements we had a meeting with students,

faculty and administrators. One of the
topics dealt with was the graduation
speaker. Oscar Arias’ name was at the
top of the list and we pursued that.

1984. We heard him speak then, so we

knew he was an excellent speaker. We
asked him if he would honor us again
in a new role. Students and faculty on
ad hoc committees generated his name.
Dean Robert Parker, after their input,

[Royden B.] Davis [dean of the College]
MAAS
Laggsnd sma
SUAVE TU

———

Greg Smith (CAS '88) Hos File Photo

he hoped the university had theft in-

holes in it and so much time elapsed.
Why wouldn’t someone just take the
bag? Why should someone know to
steal

the

money

hidden

surance. I would like to make him financially responsible,” he continued.
“I presume that it would be an
adjudicatable offense,” said Swanson.

in a binder,

The reimbursed money will be re-

and not touch his wallet or credit
cards?” Smith said. Smith added that
“when

someone’s

rooting

through

turned to the Election Board, according to Simonetti. Deposits will be returned to those candidates who removed all campaign posters within 24

a

bag, chances are someone might see
it. The average thief would not return
the checks. He wouldn’t have that
much goodness,” he said. “It would
almost make more sense that the
checks were not returned.”
:
Smith places full responsibility on
Simonetti. “The money should never
have been in the office, it should never

hours after the election, and the Elec-

tion Board will receive the remaining
money, according to Simonetti.
The theft follows a prior loss of
$1000 earned from the sales of Homecoming T-shirts from the GUSA

office

last fall, according to Smith.
Swanson said a special committee
has been appointed to examine cash

have been taken, and should never have

been left alone,” he said. “It’s easily
the most irresponsible thing I have seen
any person do who is entrusted with
any responsibility.”
“Don was absolutely apologetic at

handling in student organizations. She
said her general impression was that it
will produce a new set of more specific rules for student organizations.

Students Helped Select Speakers, Carey Says

On

P.O. Box 619410, Mail Drop 908
D/FW Airport, TX 75261-9410
ATTN: Dept. FGU4888

the
it,”
saw
and

night, the second time at about 2 a.m.,

office are John Rote, Greg Smith, and

en vuelo.”

L Aneq
An

Simonetti

came back
where I left
grabbed it,
still there,

went home.” According to Simonetti,
he checked the knapsack twice that

telling

Don to keep the money secure, I assumed in the SAC offices.”

“11 y a quelque chose
de special dans lair”

Election Commission. He scrutinized
every detail and was copious in every
minute idea. I just found it hard to
swallow that he could be that absentminded.”
Simonetti said, “I just didn’t think
about it—1I was moving so quickly.”
Both Smith and Swanson said they
felt that Simonetti should be required
to reimburse the stolen money. “He
assumed that SAC would pick it up,”
said Smith. “His first reaction was that

next to one of the computers, with an
open notebook over it.”

The SAC has a drop-in safe in the

Smith.

the GUSA meeting,” Smith said. “Most

of the reps had run under him in the

appointed a committee to discuss mat-

volved in their ceremonies. Kapusta
said that no money will have to be
spent on Connor, since he is “coming
for the service of the university.”

heard about separate ceremonies, the

The deans’ offices expressed appreciation for help from the offices of the
president and provost. “We are much
more involved with preparation and
implementation,” said Hager. “The provost’s office has given us full support.
Dr. Marie Helene Gibney [assistant
provost] is taking care of the Metropolitan Brass Ensemble, the colorguard,
and arrangments for the stage and flowers. We're left with the particulars.”

biggest question has been ‘Are we going
to get someone good?” The dean’s office has taken seriously our responsibility to get the best possible speaker.
People expressed their trust that we
do this.”
Ridder, Kapusta, and Carey agreed
that there had been no competition
between the schools for the same
speaker.

Kapusta

commented,

“If we

thought there would have been overlap we would have communicated that
to our colleagues.”

Final arrangements are still being
made with Volcker, according to Heidi

Carey said, “We did not even talk to

Roemelmeyer, academic counselor and

one another. It worked out beautifully
since we didn’t go after the same
speaker. This might be a good idea for
future reference.”
Carey and Hager said that the university was picking up any costs in-

Jains

“HAIR * SKIN * NAILS

“ATTENTION BSN "|
CLASS OF 1988.

made the final decision.”
SLL seniors had less input in the
selection of speakers, according to
Anne Ridder, SLL director of student
records. “From thé time students

secretary of the SFS Executive Council.
A meeting between SLL seniors and
Dean James Alatis and Hager is scheduled for April 12 and April 26 at 5:30
p.m. in the ICC regarding the SLL
commencement.

CAMPUS
US _ MINISTRY

Win

The Air Force has a special pro-

gram for 1988 BSN. If selected,
you can enter active duty soon

HAVING A

after graduation—without waiting
for the results of your State Boards.
To qualify, you must have an
overall "B” average. Affer commissioning, you'll aftend a five-month
internship at a major Air Force
medical facility. It's an excellent’

GET ACQUAIN
Join in the ce

Georgetown
one of these

way to prepare for the wide range

of experiences you'll have serving

1

your country as an Air Force nurse

officer. For more information, call

CAPT ALICE C. MURPHY
301-436-1569 COLLECT

PERM — when
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price. 20 different

pe

consultation with
perm just right for

70!
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FROSTING, HIG
LOWLIGHTS or
your hair is cut and

i

RELAXER

Encore PERFORMANCE at GASTON HALL

— with cut,

at regular price. Free conditioner.

Z

1¢ NAIL POLISH — with manicure at regular

*

1¢ MANICURE — with pedicure at regular price.
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PAUL

, and ROBIN WEIR Products
of 1st product (of equal value at
you have any service).

STYLE — with your

themselves to Kaplan in their ads? Because they dont
want you to start comparing with real facts and figures.
If you did, you'd discover that more Ivy League law

price (performed at

students prepared at Kaplan than anywhere else. You'd
discover the worlds largest test prep research staff, the
most up-to-date materials, the most comprehensive
computerized diagnostic program.
Youd discover that you never have to miss a class—
either review lessons with an instructor or with our
[.SAT prep tapes. And that we'll never close you out of a
course because we can add classes to fill students needs.
Youd discover that our LSAT prep is, and always
has been, guaranteed. And lastly, that Kaplan students
are well-represented among those who score the most.
So call. Enroll. Youll discover just why Kaplan is stu-

Court
Street, N.W.
call 337-9292.

not always necessary.

Thurs only 8 AM-6 PM

dents first choice for LSAT prep—and other companies
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GEORGETOWN
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y
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STANLEY H. KAPLAN EDUCATIONAL CENTER LTD.
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Classes in Georgetown
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CALL DAYS, EVENINGS & WEEKENDS
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Connecticut Ave., N.W.

770-3444
White Flint Mall, 3rd Floor

Good only at Georgetown Court Salon.
Students Specials Expire May 7, 1988.
Must Present Student I.D.
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527-4451
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Tickets: 85.00 Adults
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The Final Verdict

The outcome of this years-long battle is a
perfect modus vivendi for both the university
“and GPGU. Both organizations entered the
litigation proceedings with uncompromisable
beliefs and principles. Georgetown University remained firm in its Catholic beliefs
throughout

the

entire

court

battle,

while

GPGU was unceasing in its dedication to the
cause of civil rights for homosexual students.
The recent outcome of the case is the best
possible accommodation that could be made
between two organizations committed so
immovably to their beliefs. No morally significant value was sacrificed by either party
in the final solution to this case.
Another positive aspect of the recent settlement is that both Georgetown University and

GPGU

have gained

tical concessions.

some

These

significant prac-

include

the right to

facilities, receive Student Activi-

ties Commission (SAC) funding, and have an
SAC mailbox, among other things. Moreover,

the university gained a legal guarantee that
GPGU will not sponsor any events not geared
specifically to the Georgetown community,
and that GPGU will include a disclaimer on
all correspondence and advertising.
The acceptance, by Georgetown University, of the terms decided by the District of
Columbia Court of Appeals effectively ends a
case that has cost Georgetown incalculable
amounts

of time

and

money.

Consequently,

this decision avoids the continued diversion
of university energies and funds from more
universally accepted pursuits. Furthermore,
the abandonment of litigation proceedings
precludes the possibility that the decision of
the DC Court of Appeals could be reversed (a
situation unacceptable to Georgetown University) or the possibility that the case could
have been decided in favor of Georgetown
University and set a precedent for future civil
rights cases (an outcome unacceptable for civil

rights activists).
The effective compromise achieved between
Georgetown University and GPGU demonstrates conclusively that moral principles can
be compatible with pragmatic considerations.
The most important aspect of the GeorgetownGPGU case is that neither party sacrificed
principle for the sake of practicality. However, the best possible practical considerations
were addressed by the court decision.

Passing the Buck
By choosing not to fund the university’s
academic councils last week, the Student Activities Commission correctly asserts that sup-

port of the councils falls outside the! stops of
the SAC’s responsibility.

The expectation that each school’s dean’s
office’s will fund

its own

academic

council

follows logically from the SAC’s understanding of the councils’ function, namely to provide services desired by the deans’ offices and
activities

which

are

tailored

to

students

in

individual schools.
The provost allots $500 annually to the
deans’ offices for their academic councils. This
fund is used to finance school newsletters and
faculty-student happy hours. But the true importance of the academic councils extends far
beyond this social role. Council members are
elected by their peers to represent students in
their

schools

on

university

committees,

in-

cluding the core curriculum review committee. It is in this capacity that the academic
councils have their fullest impact on students.
And this service is free.
Ideally, the meager funds allotted to the
councils for their social budgets should remain within a distinct budget in the overall
budget

of each dean’s office. Currently,

all

five deans offices simply absorb the provost’s
allocation into their annual budget, and access to these funds for each academic council
| varies from school to school. A council’s range
of function, consequently, depends in part on
“how well it cooperates with the dean. An itemized budget request, required of other SAC
clubs, might help the dean’s offices plan to
accommodate the councils’ desires.
:
In addition, there is the problem of parity
between academic councils. The School of Foreign Service publishes a regular newsletter
and sponsors frequent happy hours thanks to
a generous dean’s office. In contrast, the Col-

lege is prevented from publishing a newsletter because the size of its school makes the
cost of that project prohibitive. Clearly, other
deans’s offices need to loosen the purse strings
and grant proper access to funds assigned for
the academic councils. The provost’s office
must award academic council grants in proportion to a school’s population.
The five school councils fulfill a necessary

role by bringing students and their deans
together. It would be wrong for the university not to fund their activities. The provost’s
office should quit passing the buck and fund
the councils soon.

A Bright Note for Graduates
One of the most closely guarded secrets at’
Georgetown in the past few years has been
kept not by students but by administrators.
Every spring, the Provost's office carefully
hides the identity of Georgetown’s gradua-

planning for the ceremonies from the beginning, allowing them to design the ceremonies

tion speaker, disclosing the name only as the
graduates march onto Healy Lawn. This

unhallowed tradition may have breathed its

complained that the speaker, Sarah Caldwell,

last.

was too uninteresting to hold their attention,

While
angry

mony
vost’s
in the
ment.

the senior class is understandably

that its wish

to have

a unified

cere-

was completely disregarded by the Prooffice, graduates may find consolation
schools’ attitudes towards commenceAll five have involved students in the

Gibney Praises Walsh Audience
To the Editor:
Frequently when

student

seated were lined all the way up the
stairs from the auditorium out to the
galleria entrance. I was forced to request apologetically that a few early
arrivals move from their front seats to
make way for members of the Walsh
family. Every student responded most
graciously. Then with incredible quiet
and order the remaining hundreds of
students filed into the few vacant seats
in the auditorium and lined the back
walls. They were careful to move close
together to provide as much space as
possible to permit everyone to enter.
The picture was one of complete co-

behavior

fails to meet expectations we hear peo-

ple criticize, we read about it in The
HOYA

and

the Voice,

and

the situa-

tion becomes a general topic of conversation on campus. On the other
hand, we seem to hear very little about
the many times that our Hoyas exhibit
real class and show themselves as the
outstanding young men and women
they are. March 24 was definitely one
of those times.
Mr. Walter Mondale was scheduled
to give the Fifth Annual Walsh Lecture in the I1.C.C. Auditorium. When I
came down with the platform party at
five of eight, students unable to be

the emergency exit door to relieve the
excess heat in the auditorium.

Students who came up with questions at the close of the lecture were
both intelligent and articulate. It is worthy of note that neither Mr. Mondale
nor any of our other guests commented
on Georgetown'’s fine facilities, beautiful buildings, reception, or other nonessentials. What really impressed them,
and they stated it repeatedly, was the
refined demeanor and intelligence of
our wonderful students. I am very
proud of you, Hoyas!

operation and great courtesy. One stu-

Dr. Marie-Helene Gibney

dent (whose identity I am still seeking)
even gave me his shoes to prop open

Assistant Vice President for
Academic Affairs

SAC Defends Office
ice Allocation Role
TEE

ETT

EON

SITY

TY

: have office space Should Sioaatially”
To the Editor,
receive space in the Leavey Center to
I'm sorry to see that you spoiled
the exclusion of other worthy student
your April Fools issue by running the
groups. Furthermore, I'm sure that The
editorial humorously entitled “Musical
HOYA wishes the SAC to have a basis
Offices” a week early. Surely your readfor allocation beyond mere whim. Coners understood the editorial for: the
sequently,
the application process serves
spoof on good journalism that is was
an important function (beyond just
meant to be. However, just in case
“adding to the already excessive amount
some may not have caught it and to
of bureaucratic hassle student activity
save you the embarrassment of printofficers face regularly”) of allowing the
ing a correction, I wish to pinpoint for
SAC to make an informed decision.
the readers some of the more ludiAnd remember, the SAC is not the one
crous arguments in the editorial.
that creates the “bureaucratic hassle”
First, the SAC has always allocated
that you refer to above. Most of it is
office space for student clubs and
beyond our control and reflects probtherefore this process does not reprelems with the university system at large.
sent “a significant increase in power
We have no power to speed up acfor the SAC.” The SAC has not allocounts payable, make meeting rooms
cated office space recently because we
available, etc. The SAC recognizes the
have not had any new office space to
problem and tries desperately to allegive out, and the space we currently
viate this situation.
control (Loyola basement, New North
Third, the SAC is the student orgaand other various places on campus)
nization established to oversee student
has not had a significant enough aporganizations. It seems logical that the
peal to warrant a review of the current
SAC would determine office space for
occupants. However, with the new
the clubs under its jurisdiction. I would
space in the Leavey Center and the
hope that a student newspaper would
elimination of some of the old space,
support the ideas of studénts allocatwe are forced to reevaluate the curing student space instead of the adrent office allocations.
ministration doing it. Furthermore, The
HOYA forgets that all our action is subSecond, the application process which
ject to the approval of GUSA. To say
allows all student groups an equal opthat having the SAC allocate the office
portunity to receive office space in the
space “constitutes a potential threat to
new Leavey Center is the most equitathe clubs” is an insidious suggestion.
ble way to distribute extremely limited
The SAC is comprised of a dedicated
~ student space in the Leavey Center.
group of students who serve the best
Certainly the HOYA does not mean to
interest of the student body.
suggest that the clubs who currently

i
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* Fourth, the review every year is not
designed to create “a potential for

i

chaos.” Instead, it is to ensure that the

limited student space is utilized effectively and efficiently. With the changing student body, certain clubs become
more or less popular. Thus, while one
club may be extremely active in one
year, the same club could barely exist
the next year. Hence, the review will
enable the SAC to reallocate space
from an inactive club to an active club.
However, the decision to reallocate an
office space will not be made lightly or
without just cause. Any club which
loses their office space will have access
to the general club room.
Fifth, criticism is very easy to administer. The HOYA with extremely
little research and knowledge was quick
to criticize the process without offering any real solution. I will not commit
the

same

HOYA

mistake.

I encourage

The

to have one person cover the

work of the SAC (a beat if you will) so
that that person becomes more famil-

iar with the working of the SAC and
less likely to make uninformed comments. I also encourage The HOYA to
spend more time advancing student
causes such as covering the candidates
for the GUSA assembly (especially
with so many candidates this year) and
less time criticizing an effective student organization.
Steven P. Plumb
Chairman, Student Activities
Commission

and suggest speakers.

The speakers announced thus
that the schools have chosen wisely;
ers this year are both interesting
suited to their audiences. Last year,

With graduation now in the hands of the
deans of the five undergraduate schools,
rather than university Provost J. Donald
Freeze, S],’s control, Georgetown’s secrecy is
ending. Four of the five schools have announced their graduation speakers; the fifth
will announce when the speaker is confirmed.
This policy is a welcome change.

Letters to the Editor

far reveal
the speakand wellgraduates

and thus contributed to student misbehavior;

no similar situation should exist this year.
Although the senior class may justifiably
feel slighted because the university has refused
to accede

to its request

for a single,

unified

ceremony, the treatment accorded the class
by the dean’s offices should ease its resentment. At last Georgetown’s graduates are able
to participate in the planning of their own
commencement ceremonies.
In a year in which secrecy has been widely
condemned

on campus,

the decision

of the

five schools to invite their students to participate in the commencement planning is a welcome change.
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The seemingly endless court battle between
Georgetown University and the Gay People
of Georgetown University (GPGU) is finally
over. A compromise solution has been reached
in which Georgetown University is required
to provide GPGU with a yet to be determined amount of student activities funding
as well as guaranteed use of campus facilities.
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10 Sun or Not to Sun: That's the Springtime Question

a

—

————

UY

The trees are loaded with pink and
white blossoms, the birds are chirping
in major keys for the first time since
last October, and the sun is shining
down strong on the grass of Healy
Lawn. Spring is here. And with all the
good things that Spring brings, it brings
at least one thing that is not so good —a
painful moral dilemma.
What moral dilemma, you ask? Picture this scenario. It is noon. You have
just braved the line in Vital Vittles and
gotten yourself a fruit pie and a Jolt.
You have ten minutes before your
| French class begins, so, you pick your
around

the sun-bathers

to find a

—

—

little bit of Arcadia to sit and eat your
lunch. Not a cloud in the sky. There's a

little southern breeze that carries the
perfume of lilac bushes. Eden, you
think to yourself, right here in Washington.
A few minutes go by, and you finish
your lunch. At this point, two of your
friends come by. One says “hi” and
stretches out next to you. The other
walks up and, standing, says, “Coming
to French?”
The standing friend gives you a stern
glance. “C'mon. She is going to hand
back the mid-terms at last,” says the
friend. “And if you don’t show up she
is going to notice.” You look unconvinced as you sink farther into the
greening grass. But the standing friend
continues to hit the sensitive nerves.

“Look, the sun will still be out here
when we get out. We can come out
then. This isn’t lariat-making class at
Camp Yahoo. You came here to learn,

WHEN You Thou
17
WAS
TO sht
G
EOREEMyp
Jer X PAK
)
UST

and

fun,

or go

straight to class and pay attention.
A day puttering around the cherry
blossoms does wonders for lightening
up a stress-ridden week. Bring a frisbee or a cheap science fiction novel
and watch the tourists take flash pictures of each other in bright daylight.
The key element of the trip is to put all

tough

one,

a real moral

dilemma.

If

you need any further advice on the
subject, don’t ask me. I'll be too busy
staring out of a White-Gravenor window and wishing I was outside.
Jim Wehner is a junior English major
in the College of Arts and Sciences and
viewpoint editor of The HOYA.

Campaign Posters Trivialize
Elections for GUSA Posts

rhymes.

v

{

e
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mencement.

The

campaign

viii

posters

are

ao

inane.

They. have no substance, often carry-

ing no more than the candidate's name
and a rhyming word, which is hardly
anything to base a vote on if we are to
take GUSA seriously. GUSA has been
suffering from people not taking it se-

the senior class. Moreover, this structure did not cost a

True, the new graduates will disband and

the candidate,

some of the pertinent issues
a phone number to call with
Since the letter was handto my dorm room, I was able
it at my leisure. It was also

an effortito reach them:

cent, unless, that is, the administration condones the
buying and selling of friendships. Four years ago the
structure was a little weak but through years of our own
continuous solid building a structure stronger that any
building on campus exists.
Secondly, a communication system preferable to any
new AT&T system allows this structure of friendship to
function. The network acts as a support system enabling us to get through times of need and stress. Collect
and unreturned calls are highly discouraged.
“The third lesson is that roots are vital to a tree’s
survival. Seniors are those roots. Real, meaningful
growth cannot come from superficial features, such as
the new trees on 37th Street. Generosity, helping, sharing and concern spread throughout the student body
thanks to the seniors.
These lessons are not confined to this year’s seniors
‘but are experienced by all classes. The Class of 1988 is
not selfish with its spiritual wealth. However, the university administrators should not assume that the class
will be so generous to them. I am sure that when seniors
receive letters about contributing to the alumni fund
many will think twice before giving.
On page seven of the Georgetown Fall 1987 magazine a member of the Class of 1937 wrote a letter to the
editor stating that after fifty years of giving assistance to
Georgetown, the Golden Jubilee College 37 returnees
received little recognition for their reunion and their
support of Georgetown University. Evidently, this year’s
graduating class does not need to wait fifty years to be
so ignored. The administration has already overlooked
all that the forgotten Class of 1988 have contributed to
this university.

go in different directions but the experiences they have
had will become memories which hopefully will last a
lifetime.. They will remember both good and bad times,
as well as the lessons which have taught them to be
better individuals.

DURST"

stood

juniors live off‘campus ‘and had
made”
1

The first lesson is that strong structures far superior
to the Leavey Center, Village C, etc. are being built by

Seniors have also been told that they cannot compete

forced

I received

delivered off-campus, indicating that
Mr. Rand was at least aware that many

| Cold by Bicentennial Warm Up

with the Bicentennial class. Why should the seniors
compete? While I wish the members of "89 well, I am
quite happy to be a senior in the Class of 1988. The
administration seems to want break the normally cordial relations between the classes. The only way that
will occur is if the students allow it to happen. It will
certainly be a sad day for the Georgetown community
when animosity between the classes prevails.
During the past four years Georgetown’s campus has
undergone physical and spiritual changes. While the
seniors have certainly contributed to many changes in
the university’s makeup, the growth and development
of the senior class will continue after the spring com-

letter introduced

addressed
and gave
questions.
delivered
to peruse

Class of 1988 Is Left in the

disregard of the Class of 1988. The administration is
making sure nothing will detract from next year’s “big
celebration” by downplaying this May's graduation. The
five schools have had to fend for themselves in planning
their ceremonies. Frankly, without the top administration attending the spring commencements and having
their hands in the pot, I think this year’s graduation will
be an improvement over previous graduations. I believe
people would agree when I say that each class and each
student are uniqu:'. The administration apparently disagrees because this year’s seniors are paying for the
mistakes made by last year’s class.

had

apart from the other candidates’ poster
. campaigns in several important ways.

Theresa E. Torres

five will do) are a manifestation of the administration’s

Others
only when

where | was supposed to vote.
Mr. Rand’s campaign letter

The

A graduating class did not exist in 1789 when Georgetown University was in its building stages. Unfortunately, 199 years later the class of 1988 is being lost in
the shuffle of the Bicentennial celebration. It is being
treated as if it doesn’t exist.
This spring’s multiple graduations (any choice of the

deli.

It was

the campaign letter from junior representative candidate Joe Rand that I
found out when the elections were and

for

vities

of sun

the day you will find you feel satisfied.
Which of these to choose? That's a

Marion Meissner

of a new

y

Stu-

afternoon

library between classes. At the end of

posters made little impression on me,
or, I suspect on many other Hoyas.
One sign had a sandwich on it and
seemed to be advertising the opening

Sry

) and

an

thoughts of school out of your mind.
No guilt. No feelings of regret.
If you do choose to attend class,
play it for all it's worth. Pay close attention, take good notes, and go to the

Until approximately a week before
the GUSA Representative Elections, I
honestly had no idea that they were
coming up. Sure, I had passed by posters advertising the candidates with various meaningless slogans but these

esre
orale
ed
1tionm,
the
of

ially

tiful day.
Don’t go to class, sit by the window
and stare out at the beautiful day. You
might as well have not even: showed
up, but you're inside. Again you're
wasting both the class and the day.
What you should do is either completely forget about class, drop your
books off and go down to the Mall for

blowing off organic chem. I even have
a quiz today. But I manage to keep a
2.9 average. If you don’t pace yourself
you'll have an ulcer by the time your
remember? You know, at six grand a J 30. You'll die at 40 and have missed
semester each class costs you somethis beautiful day forever.”
thing like 20 bucks or so. Even if it is
This little scenario ends and we are
your parents’ money, it’s still a waste.”
left with a tough choice. Carpe diem,
That last comment hit hard, and you
or is a more studious attitude called
sit up, prepared to dash off to class.
for? I don’t have the absolute answer,
But then, with a slow and silky tone,
but there are a few pitfalls to avoid.
the friend who is lying down next to
Generally these take the form of a
you speaks. A chemistry book is propped
compromise.
;
up as a shade and covers the face. “Oh
Don’t take out your books, lay them
relax. You rush around all week and
on the grass and say you are going to
never stop. Take a little time for yourstudy. You won't be able to, and even
if you do succeed to some degree you
self and enjoy the sun” You start to
will be both wasting a class and a beauslump again. “Take a look at me, I'm

he

ffernmit
The
the
1) so
amiland
om‘A to
dent
lates
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The HOYA,

riously and the posters don’t help. Dur-

ing the past year GUSA
eral important issues
Alcohol Policy and the
dal. Serious issues like
serious representatives,

has faced sevsuch as the
Steward scanthese require
serious candi-

dates and serious campaigns.

Mr. Rand’s letter, although an
lent alternative to the posters,
not be practicable if used by
candidates. In this election, 73

excelwould
all the
candi-

dates including 18 juniors, were running for student representative. If 18
letters were stuffed in my mail box or

under

my

door,

nore them

I would

as I now

surely

ig-

ignore campaign

posters or other junk mail. Another
solution is needed.
Mr.

Rand’s

|

letter suggests a plausi-

ble solution to cluttered walls and
mountains of wasted paper. GUSA
could require each candidate to submit with the announcement of his or

It would

her candidacy a written statement, two

9

0

:

GUsa Rep

TION

be reasonable

THAT

to assume

practice merely trivializes the election

process and with it GUSA. It is unfortunate that this has gone on for so long
“and that we needed the innovation of
a candidate’to bring this problem to
our attention. An election brochure
prepared by GUSA for each class could

the elections and

nent places such as Saxa Sundries and
Vital Vittles, as well as mailed to the
I

Firs

that students would have time to read

the location

of the

polling stations. This policy would also
save the candidates money and keep
our campus a good deal cleaner.
As Mr. Rand stated in his campaign

eographed and distributed to students
at the GUSA office and other promistudents in each class.

Hon,

through the candidates’ statements
prior to the elections. The election
guides would also include the date of

a few pages which could then be mim-

Theresa E. Torres is a senior government major in the

oF
EnT

or three paragraphs in length, outlin“ing his or her campaign platform and
important goals. These statements
could then be compiled by GUSA into
an election guide for each class of only

College of Arts and Sciences.

Crass
Reni.

ITZ

go a long way to remedy the situation.

letter, elections should not be won on

Marion Meissner is a junior computer
science major in the College of Arts

the basis of graphic design talent. This

and Sciences

\

{

Campus Opinion/Q:

If you were going to steal the hands off
the Healy Tower clock, how would you do it?

’

compiled by Jim
Wehner and Nick Mack

litor
I would

throw

The

a lasso over the

top of the tower

and

scale

the

all

If I had

the way up the tower, hook a rope

only

helicopter.

around

building.

hands

and

way:
then

go

91

the

money,

I'd rent a

Darren Rigger

hoist

SFS 91

them up.

Monica McCaffrey

CAS

the

possible

Bill Stewart
CAS 91

liday
ersity,

aftec
VA
{0YA
ity or

twork
ion of
nsible
ay be
ed.

Were they really stolen? I thought
they just fell off.
Patrick Madden
. SFS

"91

I'd parachute

down

and grab

I'd hire an ROTC

friend of mine

to do it. They're all crazy.

them as I was falling.

Gregg Ficery
SBA 88

John McGreal
SFS 91

No Comment
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Features
‘When Blue Fought Grey: Georgetown’s Battle For Survival
Georgetown's Enrollment Dropped to 17 as Students Left to Fight in the Civil War, Many Never to Return
Corps to care for the large numbers of
wounded. One of the only advantages
that Georgetown derived from the Civil

by Michael Larkin
Special to the HOYA

Today, the emotional significance attached to the Blue and Grey colors of
Georgetown'’s flag has been largely for‘gotten. It should be remembered, however, that Georgetown’s choice of colors is a testiment to the school’s unique
position during the Civil War. In those
. days, the majority of Georgetown'’s students and faculty sympathized with the
Confederacy even though the school
was located in the capital of the Union,
Washington, DC.
In the years since the Civil War, the
geographical composition of Georgetown students has almost completely
reversed itself. In next year’s bicenten-

GEORGETOWN

IN THE

CIVIL WAI

medical school was turned into a firstrate institution by its continuous use
during the war.
To a large extent, Georgetown’s bat-

community

was

particularly

of Georgetown’s most famed presidents, who was elected shortly after
the war, probably put it best. “She was

In the Presidential election of 1860,

town.
Following the war, Maguire presided
over a time of physical expansion for

South student body, Maguire adopted

a new flag incorporating both the blue
of the Union and the gray of the Con-

the campus and spiritual healing for
the student body. In 1886, the number

federacy. And it is this flag that repre-

of students increased, buildings were

sents Georgetown today.

eee to
‘vy
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Photo by Nicholas Mack

12 of the 1,141 Georgetown students that fought in the Civil War; far right is a document signed by several
Georgetown students requesting a leave of absence from the college in order to fight in the war.
from voting to prevent any student
test. One of the professors of the
lege during the time wrote that
student body was quite restless

procolthe
with

discipline violations increasing and academic grades markedly decreasing.
With

the outbreak of war, students

were faced with the decision of whether or not to participate in what was
often seen as a battle among brothers.
Many students succumbed to the mounting pressure of family and friends and
requested a leave of absence from the
Georgetown College, which for many
became a permanant one.
Of

the

1,141

Georgetown

students

and alumni who fought in the Civil
War, 925 fought on the side of the
Confederates, while only 216 opted to
join the ranks of the Union troops.
As a result of the small size of
Georgetown College's student population at the time and the extensive student participation in the war, enrollment

ranged

from

a high

dents to a low of 17.

of 100 stu-

But despite

the small numbers, the students that
remained enrolled at Georgetown during the war were intensely politically
active. One warm March day in 1861,
a group of cadet students gathered
around the west end of Old North and
i
REAFOIRY OF,
{ANY
y
i

Observing that there was a definite
need to unify this new, often North /

nearly ruined,” Maguire wrote of George-

in-

the Jesuit faculty resolved to abstain

nature of the student population. Many

of the wealthy, Southern plantation
owners were economically ruined by
the war and could not afford to send
their children to college. Georgetown
College's student body began to diversify and students began to pour in from
all over the country, even the North.

tle during the Civil War was a battle
for survival. Fr. Bernard Maguire, one

tic or Northeastern states. In contrast,
until the end of the Civil War, the majority of Georgetown students and faculty were from the South.
The tension between the Northern
and Southern members of the Georgetown

It was at this time that Maguire and
others began to notice the changing

War, in fact, was that its newly-created

nial class, 68 percent of the students
will be coming from the Middle Atlan-

tense in the years immediately preceeding the Civil War. Rev. Joseph T.
Durkin, SJ, has published two volumes
on the history of Georgetown College.
Both look at the time frame including
the Civil War.

repaired and enlarged, and the grounds
were once again put in order.

hanged an effigy of President Lincoln
. onanearby tree and proceeded to burn
it to ashes.

The protest was widely reported
throughout the Washington area, and
created something of a controversy between

the Lincoln administration and

Georgetown’s

Jesuit

professors

Later in 1861, the Union set up quarters for its soldiers in the Georgetown
dormitories. The 69th regiment of the
New

York

national

guard,

with

1000

troops, came marching through Healy
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campus into one large army barrack.
The Georgetown students who re-

most dear on earth. own country ( the Sot

mained

were

not

at all happy

about

the situation and often jeered at the
fresh recruits while they were training.
President Lincoln made a cameo appearance on the Georgetown campus
when he stopped to review the 69th
regiment before they were sent to the
nearby battlefront.
After the second battle of Bull Run,
the college was transformed into a military hospital by the Army Medical
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Why Spend the 1st Half of Your
Vacation Trving to Look Great in

Your Bathing Suit, and Maybe

JSSON GTi 8 3)'S
ERG SIE
SCOR STA
T.Kenneth Campbell
Richard ( haves

End Up Looking Like the
Lobster Dinner!

BER G{ITIS
Willem Dafoe
Robert DeNiro
STSEN BIC a TG)
INGUIN OI (SV
Matt Dillon

Robert Downey, Jr.
Michael J. Fox
Mark Harmon
John Heard
Fred Hirz
Harvey Keitel
Elizabeth McGovern
Judd

Nelson

Sean

Penn

Randy Quaid
Tim Quill
EIEIO
Ray Robertson
Howard Rollins, Jr.

fA

LONNIE
Raphael Sharge
Martin Sheen
Tucker Smallwood
Roger Steffens

RAR

Jim Tracy
Kathleen Turner

PRE-TAN
AND
LOOK GREAT

Tico Wells

Robin Williams
Music By:
NOTE SFTTG
Tim Buckley
Buffalo Springfic
Sam

Cooke

AIH OFT6To10 +
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THE SUN ROOM

The Fish

Creedence Clearwater

GE
The

GEORGETOWN

Doors

The Drifters
Bob Dylan
The Four Seasons

A Unique Tanning Spa

Marvin Gaye

1070 THOMAS JEFFERSON ST. N.W.

Jimi Hendrix
Love

(Between 30th & 31st off M Street)

(202) 965-2090

Vi [93

|S EHC
The Rolling Stones
Sly & The Family Stone
Smokey
& The

SE

Robinson
Miracles

Sonny & Cher

FREE SCREENING

The Surtaris
Original Music By:
Todd Boekelheide

LISNER AUDITORIUM
sponsored by

Bruce Springsteen

TUESDAY, APRIL 12
8:00 PM

GWU PROGRAM BOARD FILMS COMMITTEE
GEORGE WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
Seating is on a first-come, first-admitted basis.
Please arrive early to ensure a seat.

H

$49:

Tanning
Sessions

*expiration date 5/15/88

With This Coupon

» good any time of day

open 7 AM to 9 PM M-F
*8:30 AM to 7 PM Sat. & Sun.
=
I
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Features
The Last Great Clock Robbery

picked up the clock hand, and smuggled it back to one of their rooms for
hiding.
But the story does not end there.
Virden says that, about a week after

After Mark Virden, No One Got a Hand For Years

their successful

by Tom Pelton
HOYA

Features Editor

It was late one night back in the fall
of "79

that

Mark

Virden

(CAS

’83),

armed with nothing more than a flashlight, a hammer, two stalwart companions and a stomach full of beery courage, decided that he was going to
conquer Healy Tower.
His quest was part of what was then
a yearly tradition among Georgetown
freshmen: to risk life, limb and adjudication by climbing 165 feet to steal the
hands off the face of the Healy clock.
By most standards, Virden

off, the

three

slid down

into

the air

conditioning vent, which Virden says
was only a foot or a foot and a half
wide.

“It

was

really

dark,”

Virden

recalls.
Crawling blindly through the narrow
ducts, the first room the group came
out into was a small storage room
above the Riggs library. Realizing they
had gone the wrong direction, Virden,

his

the smallest of the three, told his two

fellow adventurers Juan Acosta (CAS

friends to wait while he took the flashlight and crawled the other way back
down the air conditioning ducts.
The next room Virden came to gave
him something of a fright. Underneath
the vent in this room, Virden says that
there was a “table with all these dead
pigeons on it,” and “pigeon crap all
over the place.” Also in this room was
a steel cage door that barred a stairway up into the clock tower itself.
“I was scared,” Virden says. “Remember, 1 was all by myself. I was
thinking that some mad Jesuit would
pop out of the darkness and make me
his human sacrifice up there.”
Convinced that he was on the right

83)

and

Jim

Kublin

(CAS

and

Virden says that the group pulled themselves up over the gutters and onto the
roof of the Healy building. Here, they
found a triangular vent which led to
the air conditioning system. Pulling this

83)

were

fairly successful. They won the hands,
got to keep their lives and limbs—and
in the end, were tripped up only by adjudication. More importantly though,
Virden,

Acosta

and Kublin

were

the

last Georgetown students in almost 9
years— up until the night of March 26,
1988--to successfully pull off the clocksnatching job.
The night of their attempt, at approximately four in the morning, in
full view

of the

quadrangle,

Virden,

Acosta and Kublin climbed up the fire
escape between the Healy building and
McGuire. [Assuming you are facing
the Healy building from Dahlgren
chapel, this is the fire escape in the far
right corner.
From the top of the fire escape,

track, Virden went back, got his two
friends, and the three of them crawled
in, they soon

Unfortunately,

Virden

discovered

that to get access to these clock-faces,
he would have to follow the drive shafts
through a set of small, padlocked ironbar gates. For a while, this development had the group at a loss. But then
Virden discovered that the iron gates
were anchored into the walls not by
brick or cement, but by plaster.
So taking the claw-side of his hammer, Virden said that he pulled away
all the plaster from the sides of one set
of gates— the ones which led to the
Healy lawn side clock—and then simply yanked them out of the wall.
Only one obstacle remained between

the group and the face of the clock: a

small wood and metal trap door, padlocked on both sides, that led directly
out under the clock’s hands. Once

But

again, the group reached for their faithful clawed hammer.

realized that they

Ignoring the locks, Virden says that

out into the dead-pigeon
once

could not get through the locked steel
cage door. Undaunted, the group found
a ragged hole in the room’s ceiling,
and by climbing up on pipes they
squirmed their way through to the next
higher level in the tower.
From here, the group climbed several sets of stairs, winding higher and
higher into the tower, until they finally
came into the-room with the clock’s
mechanism in it. From this mechanism,
which was in the exact middle of the
room, two drive shafts ran to the two
faces of the clock.

room.

campaign,

some

stu-

dents from the fourth floor of Healy—
which at the time was a dormitory—
attempted to go through the same
air-conditioning ducts to steal the set
of clock-hands from the Dahlgren side
of the tower.
But because the group was so large—
Virden says that there were at least
five of them—they were caught by
GUPS before they could pull off the
job.
The protective services, mistakenly
blaming this group with the actual theft
:

:

of the

is by Lucy

Kublin used the hammer to bend the
trap door back away from its hinges.
Then Kublin reached his arm out and,
grabbing hold of the clock’s smaller,
hour hand, tore it off its hub and pulled
it through the hatch.
When Kublin reached for the clock’s
larger, minute hand— which Virden
described as being about five feet long
and made of light, gold-painted plywood
— he snapped it free from the hub
but then lost his grip. The wooden
hand fell all the way to the ground and
landed in the ditch next to the Healy
building.
Fearing that someone might have
seen the hand plummet to earth,
Virden and company decided to flee
before GUPS would have a chance to
investigate.

They

escaped

from

hands

a week

earlier,

threat-

ened that the Healy residents would
be charged with “grand larceny.”

A fire escape to Healy roof.

the

tower the same way they had come in,

pm

TOM PELTON

A Farewell
To Hands
efore we begin, let me be perfectly clear on one point: in no
way was this column intended

to be used as a “HOW TO” guide to
stealing the hands off the Healy
tower clock. If it happens again, it
wasn’t my fault.
In the process of poking around

Virden says that, during the investi-

the inside of Healy tower, investigating the recent (Mar 26) theft of

gation, somehow his name came up.
Apparently, “some people saw us going
in [to the Healy building that night],”
Virden says. On his door one morning
he found a pink slip of paper that said
that he had to go talk to GUPS
investigators.
When Virden went to GUPS to talk
about the missing hands, he was told
that if the thieves were apprehended,
they would face expulsion. “We were
scared to death,” Virden recalls.
Hoping to avoid this severe punish-

the clock’s hands, I came across a
surprisingly simple way that the burglary could have been pulled off.
And while I am not positive that
this year’s culprits followed this exact scheme, it is by far the easiest
way that they could have done it.
But before I elaborate on my
hand-snatching theory itself, let me
lay down some background facts
surrounding the incident.
First of all, it was raining fairly
hard the night the hands were

ment, Virden, Acosta and Kublin sur-

stolen. For this reason, it is doubt-

rendered. “Being the foolish freshmen

ful that the tower was climbed from
the outside. Logically; if the thieves
were going to scale the 165 foot
tower, even with repelling equipment, for obvious safety reasons
they would have waited until a drier
night.
Second, if the thieves got to the

that we were, we turned ourselves in,”

Virden says. The three were adjudicated and fined $150 each for the damage they had done to the air-conditioning system and Healy tower.

e6NO matter how

clock

hands

from

the inside, it is

fairly certain that they did not follow the same route— through the
air-conditioning ducts— that the last

~ bad they are,

successful hand-snatcher used, back

in 1979. [See story, page 11] Since
then, the university has roofed over
the crucial entrance to the air conditioning system and bolted steel

Grandma loves
to hear the

grates over all the vents.

The Healy building is constructed
so that in order to get to the base of
the tower, one has to pass through a
series of three heavily reinforced
metal doors— the first one near the

latest jokes

entrance to the Gaston Hall balcony, and the last one in the building’s attic. Only GUPS has the keys
to these three high-security doors.
Naw, because none of these keys is
missing, and because there were no
signs that any of the doors were

forced open, it seems most likely
that the people in question circum-";
vented this line of security and went
directly to the section of the attic
under the tower.
After searching this attic area, I

found a way that the pranksters
might have been able to accomplish
this. In the ceiling of the middle
dormer I found two small hatches,
both without locks, that led up onto
the roof.

When I stuck my head out of one
of these hatches,

I could

see, not

five feet away, the end of a narrow
cat walk that led all the way along
the edge of the roof to the large fire
escape between the Healy building

and the McGuire building. I knew
this could have served as a possible
route of access to the attic.
Once they made it into the attic,
all they needed

to do was climb a

short ladder to get into the tower
itself. From here, they would have
had only two real barriers between

You miss her sparkling
sense of humor. She misses
you and your jokes. Even the
bad ones. That's one good
reason to call long distance.
AT&T Long Distance Service
is another good reason. Because it costs less than you
think to hear your grandmother start to giggle be-

fore you even get to the
punch line.

So whenever you miss
her laughter, bring a smile

to her face with AT&T. Reach
out and touch someone”
If youd like to know more
about AT&T products and
services, like the AT&T Card,

call us at 1 800 222-0300.

Kim Cohen- University of Wisconsin: Class of 1990

lw
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Atal
The right choice.

them and the clock; a steel-fence
door and a small iron-bar gate.
But

around

when

I was

being

shown

the

tower,

guided

by

a

GUPS officer and John Miller, the
director of finances for the Office

of Administration and Facilities, the
padlocks on these final two doors
were unlocked. When I asked Miller
why this was, he said that he didn’t

know. “It's possible that they [the
padlocks] were not locked” on the
night of the theft, either, he said.
It is more than possible that those
final two metal doors were unlocked
on the fateful Saturday night the
clock hands were stolen. When we
were leaving, the GUPS officer once
again left the padlocks unlocked.
My guess is that they are unlocked
now.
With this information in mind,
here is my hand-snatcher theory.
On the night of the 26th, the
scoundrels in question climbed up
the right-hand fire escape (facing
Dahlgren Square) between McGuire
and the Healy building. They pulled
themselves over the gutter onto the

Healy

roof,

and

made

their way

along the cat-walk to the hatch on
the right-hand side of the middle
dormer. They slipped through this

hatch, into the attic of the Healy
building, and then climbed up the
ladder into the tower. Finding both
of the tower gates unlocked, they
made their way easily up to the
clock room, opened the small trap
door in the face of the clock— which
also has a broken lock—and pulled
both hands off the east clock, along
with the hub that secured them.
Sound simple enough?
Just remember one thing. If you
decide to try it yourself...you
didn’t hear it from me.
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Entertainment
And the Winner is . . .
Whoever

finally walks; off clutching

one of those

cast News”) and Marcello Mastroianni (“Dark Eyes”).

Bill: Michael Douglas’ terrifying portrayal of a man

tacky gold-plated statues, this year’s Oscars will be won
by blood and intrigue. 1987 was a year of psychotics

driven by his lust for power stuns audiences through its
sheer intensity and timeliness. A new aspect of Douglas
reaches the viewer and it is chilling.

drowning in the bathroom and tycoons raging in the
boardroom.

In fact, most

noted

this year were

some

Ted: William Hurt. When somebody keeps doing
something right, you should keep rewarding them. Hurt
was excellent as the oaf who charms his way into an
anchorman’s position at the expense of any journalistic
ethics. A first rate performance.

pretty off-beat and violent flicks. If the academy were
to come

to us, asking

our

all-important

opinion,

we

wouldn't reach an easy consensus. Comprising our
HOYA Entertainment Academy are Stephanie Yuhl,
former editor, Jennifer Caspar, present editor, Bill Doyle
present assistant editor and Ted Humphrey, staff writer
(and resident movie guru). We're all pretty busy, so we
certainly haven't seen all the nominated pictures, but

Jennifer: Marcello Mastroianni gives a moving rendition of a middle aged man disillusioned with his family

and position which he’s squandered on trivialities. The
passion he finally pours into his love affair with a timid
Russian woman make his character vastly appealing on
a basic level of human emotion.
Steph: Although other actors turned in better performances this year, I have to hope William Hurt will win
the Oscar, simply on the grounds that he is wonderful.
He balances the energy in his conceited yet sensitive
character very well. This is just one more in a series of
excellent Hurt performances.

here's what we think anyway.
Best Picture nominees: “Broadcast News,” “Moonstruck,” “The Last Emperor,” “Fatal Attraction,” and

“Hope and Glory.”
Shooting An Apple” by Harold “Doc” Edgerton.

A Genius in Sharp Focus
HOYA

endeavor. Audiences are actually expected to think,
not react mindlessly to idiot-like terror and senseless

Photography Editor

Have you ever wondered how fast one millionth of a
second is? Or perhaps what really is the meaning of
winning a race by a split second?
To most people, the normal divisions of time are sufficient, and the thought of further subdivisions is difficult
or even frightening. However, to freeze these instants is
to discover a new perspective on time, one with fluidity
and, beauty not normally associated with micro-seconds.
Harold “Doc” Edgerton (whose work is currently on
display at the Govinda Gallery in Georgetown) has been
interested in stopping time ever since, as an engineering
instructor at M.L.T. in 1930s, he developed the strobelight. Better known as a flash, it was the first reusable
photographic lighting source, composed of a glass tube
filled with rare gasses charged instantaneously by a surge
of electricity. His discovery filled the photographers’ greatest need, opening new possibilities, and his invention can
be found today on almost any camera.
Previously, photographers had to rely on natural light
or dangerous and tricky black powder and magnesium
explosions to provide correct exposures. Edgerton’s invention made him the head of a Fortune 500 company,
but he did not stop there. His work was also his creative
outlet, and his invention heralded a new field known as
freeze-frame, stroboscopic, or high-speed photography.
Normal cameras operate at a shutter speed of about
1/125 of a second. The shutter opens and closes in this
instant, allowing sufficient light for an exposure. The
speed of the shutter determines what “slice” of time is
being recorded, and is instrumental to eliminating vibrations and blurs due to motion. A race car is just streaks of
color at 1/125, and your heartbeat can shake a camera
significantly at 1/15 second.
By contrast, Harold Edgerton works with speeds of up
to 1/100,000,000 of asecond. At this speed, his cameras
freeze bullets in flight, capture the moment of a balloon’s
bursting, and record the shattering of a windowpane. He
accomplishes this through special very high speed cam-

The Card Quickly” elicits surprise and amazement, as a
30 caliber bullet slices a joker in an instant, leaving

shards of paper and wisps of smoke flying.
Edgerton photographs a variety of subjects, including
dancers, golfers, baseball players, place kickers, birds in
flight, glass breaking, and explosions. His most eerie photograph, is of one of the first atomic weapons tests in the
Nevada desert. Using a ten foot lens and a special electronic
shutter release, he captured the first 1/100,000,000 of a

second of the intense explosion, which appears as a 50
foot wide ball of sunlight atop the 100 foot test tower.
A collection of Edgerton’s work is on display at the
Govinda Gallery, at 1227 Thirty-Fourth Street, N.W.,
between Prospect and N Streets, and will continue until

April 24. This aesthetically appealing and visually striking exhibit is in celebration of Edgerton’s new book,
Stopping Time, a collection of his work from the time of
his last published volume, Flash! in 1939.

Ted: “Moonstruck,” even though it won't win. Though
it embraces a narrow scope, it caught me as the most
performances are great. The music is great. New

already.
Jennifer: “Moonstruck” is an incredibly intimate and
uplifting movie that absorbs its viewers and reaffirms

faith in the family unit and

personal

Best

Actor

Nominees:

Michael

an insightful interpretation of a simple woman with a
ordinary problem. As she finally realizes that her problems cannot always be shrugged off with complacency,

Douglas

(“Wall

but

might

require

complex

solutions,

she

maintains

continued on page 13

The Rites of Spring in Dance
of genres (jazz, ballet, and modern)

veteran member of Dance Theater.
Amy Albo’s “The Crucible” is a dance
interpretation of Arthur Miller’s play.
Christine Kilton created “Tracings,”
which deals with relationships. Stasia
Ward’s “Genesis” interprets the biblical documentation of the creation of
man. And Nancy Yaraguchi has ar-

down

ranged an untitled dance.

\

to a strict focus on the modern

In addition, Washington free-lance
dancer and choreographer Alvin Mayes
directed his number, ONYX, for the
troupe. “Structured chaos” aptly describes this rigid yet spasmodic piece

in the Hall of Nations.

the dancers powerfully execute. Mayes

has been an active member of the DC

pieces choreographed by student members of the group. Past performances
have

delivered a larger number

dance culture for®He last 15 years and
XX for an American Uni-

‘group as well.

of

shorter and varied works.

The company’s shift in artistic focus
to modern dance has resulted in a

Each number is choreographed by a

ATTENTION PHILADELPHIA AREA
STUDENTS

stronger, more unified dedication within
the group. The company has placed a
new emphasis on choreography and
polish, focusing on expression and selfexpression as an art form. Storytelling
through dance and the exploration of
new modes of movement have also
been central in the group’s effort.
Dance Theater hopes the university
will respond to their new seriousness
positively. Members say a lack of funds
and insufficient practice space have
stunted the group’s development.
The company produces fall and
spring shows every year at Georgetown
and travels to perform at other area
colleges several times a year. Auditions
are held. each fall for new membership. In addition master classes are offered periodically at Yates throughout
the year.
2

GREAT.
TARANGIRE NATIONAL PARK
SERENGETI
PLAINS
RIFT VALLEY
LAKE
NGORONGORO VOLCANO CRATER
MOUNT KILIMANJARO
MANYARA
.
MASAI TRIBESMEN
ARUSHA PARK

If you plan to attend Summer School bch home,

then we urge you to enroll at Saint Joseph's,
Philadelphia’s Jesuit University.

RARE
PRIVATE

CAMP

WITH

BIRDS

AND

WILDLIFE

AND

MORE

ROOF TENTS + SWIMMING POOL
PRIVATE LAND ROVERS WITH
ALL AMENITIES AND MEALS
GROUPS
OR
's , GUIDES AND DRIVERS
OVERHEAD HATCHES

For Registration Information
Please Call or Visit

INDIVIDUALS

117 Barbelin Hall
St. Joseph's University

=

THATCHED

JULY

AND

information.call
for more
write
to:

5600 City Avenue

Philadelphia, PA 19131

MUTTONTOWN

(215) 879-7504

Vicki Lazarus
6800 JERICHO

Studying abroad this summer or
next semester?
Pick up an International Student I.D. Card at OIP now!
— The only internationally recognized proof of student status
— Your passport to discounts abroad, including accident insurance

~—Only $10

OIP Study Abroad Photo Contest
The judges have made their decisions. Please pick up your photos
any time.

OIP Study Abroad General Orientation for 1988-89
=
participants
:
McNeir Hall
Required for all program participants

look the same.
Jennifer: In her most visible film role thus far, Cher
proves herself as an actress of the big screen. She gives

Street”), Robin Williams (“Good Morning Vietnam”),
Jack Nicholson (“Ironweed”), William Hurt (“Broad-

This spring performance will display
their recent focus. The production
comprises four lengthy, developed

‘Saturday, April 9, 9:45 am to 3:30 pm

pects of her characters, and that shows courage in this

era of pre-fab actors and actresses who all speak and

cast and rich ethnic story line to produce sheer, “light”
entertainment. Brilliant!

est endeavors

”

Its

violent films to come out this season, “Moonstruck”
was a refreshing alternative. It mixes humor, a great

Cunningham technique.
Tonight and tomorrow night at 8
p.m., the troupe will present their lat-

~ Christine Kilton dances her original “Tracings.

fulfillment.

appealing tone can be appreciated even if you've never
known an Italo-American family or been to NYC.
Steph: Amidst the plethora of heavier, warring and

narrowing their previously broad scope

Toolan

York

City is great. The moon is great. See it, if you haven't

Under the direction of Anne McDonald, the GU Dance Theater dropped
its “catch all” method this semester,

Photo by John

(“Anna”),
:
i
Bill: Glenn Close should win the oscar for her role as
a murderous psychotic. Close taps a source that few
actresses even realize exists or dare to touch.
:
Ted: I loved Holly Hunter in “Raising Arizona” and I
loved her in “Broadcast News” too. She's not afraid to
use her southern accent to highlight the off-beat as-

enjoyable picture of the year. It’s irresistible. All the

by Kristine Weber
HOYA Staff Writer

‘eras and his special strobe lights, which illuminate scenes

for incomprehensibly short periods of time.
While the research applications of this technology are
obvious, the aesthetic value of his images are equally

Best Actress nominees: Cher (“Moonstruck”), Glenn
Close (“Fatal Attraction”), Holly Hunter (“Broadcast
News”), Meryl Streep (“Ironweed”) and Sally Kirkland

laughter.

striking. There is an eerie beauty to his series of milk
drops, frozen in smooth, symmetrical, plastic shapes.
His most famous works are “Cutting The Card Quickly, 2
and “Shooting An Apple” (see photograph). “Cutting

by Nicholas Mack

;

Bill: “The Last Emperor” is a photographic wonder
which managed to successfully clamp superb acting
and fantastic scenery in a stirring and thought-provoking

wy

|

Goorieivn

Diced

nternational
Programs
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1988

or

TRAVEL CORP:
516-921-6840

TURNPIKE 3 SYOSSET

NY 11791

Lorin
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The closest to

home Italian cooking.
Fresh pasta, fresh seafood,
excellent veal and chicken entrées.

Pizza is specially cooked
in a wood-burning oven.
Very inexpensive and yet very, very good.

337-0730
2809 M Street, N.W.

apr
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The Kennedy Center

falls in love and gets married, builds a geodesic dome
house with her new husband, has hyperactive twin boys,
has a best friend who kills herself by hanging from a
macrame planter. She has career stress and a husband
who is having an affair. Finally she gets a divorce.
“The Search” ends on an upbeat note. The lives of
Tomlin’s characters become interconnected and ultimately
symbolize the interconnection and unity of all humans in
the universe.
There are no lavish costumes or set designs in this

Tomlin Displays Intelligent Life
29. “The Search” features Tomlin portraying a cast of
insightful, neurotic characters who are all filled with
their own problems and concerns. Tomlin takes her audience from New York to California with a stop off in

by Elizabeth Nix
HOYA

Staff Writer

Lily Tomlin is worried. Included in her long list of
concerns, she says, is the possibility that if Andy Warhol
was right and everyone becomes famous for 15 minutes
there will not be enough room for all of us at the Betty
Ford Clinic. Tomlin also worties that if peanut oil comes
from

peanuts,

and

olive oil comes

from

Greenwood, ID, in her slice of life portrayals of these
characters who range from a punk rock teenager to

continued from page 12
cool control of her
matic natures.

Ye

hv

ee

does baby oil come from? Finally, Tomlin says that
always wanted to become somebody. She worries
she should have been more specific.
Lily Tomlin’s worries take shape in “The Search
Signs of Intelligent Life in the Universe” which will
at the Kennedy Center’s Eisenhower Theater until

she
that

Jennifer:

passionate

and

so delightfully. ‘She is captivating without distracting
from the main flow of the film.
Best Supporting Actor nominees: Sean Connery (“The
Denzel

Washington

arrogant attitude falls perfectly into his part and utilizes
another trick out of his seemingly endless bag of talent.
Ted: Denzel Washington deserves this award. In-

but gave a wonderful and stirring performance.

appealing quiet tone. Kudos!
Steph: Again, “Meonstruck” takes the cake. Where
was Olympia Dukakis before this film? Not only is she
brilliant and believable as the ultimate Italian mother,
but with her performance, she shatters the idea of the
“boring Dukakis” cultivated by her cousin Michael. She
“Best Actress”

who will

for a little longer.

Indeed, Alda himself is the most annoying aspect of A New Life. The man
who mastered acting in MASH on television, falls short of big-screen expectations. His every flaw becomes painfully apparent when blown up to largerthan-life proportions.

sitcom humor.

Alda’s Oh-So-Sappy New Life
Tiffany butchered the Beatles. Television tortured Star Trek. And now, in
the ongoing tradition of destroying institutions of the past, Alan Alda manages to mangle a story-line that has
- been gasping on its death-bed for the
last decade. Released nationally this
week, A New Life, Alda’s latest attempt

at being sensitive and humorous, draws

can sitcoms, ranging from the Monkees

to I Married Dora.Donning a grotesque perm which
made numerous appearances on Soul
Train and sporting several skimpy facial hairs which characters refer to as
a beard, Alda presents a film which he
wrote, directed, and acted in. New Life,
like all of Alda’s most recent work,

resembles something out of a Rambo
nightmare— the women tower domi-

SUMMER
JOBS
Work-Study

Linden follows suit as another disappointment in the transition from sitcom

nantly while the men squirm and cower
below— and the film is reminiscent of
other Gloria Steinam favorites such as
Four Seasons and Sweet Liberty.
A New Life tells the story of two
aging, Yuppie wannabes who wander
about New York City attempting to
piece their lives together after an angry

divorce.

Steve

(Alda)

must

find

time between his oh-so-humorous habit
“of putting green peppers on everything
and his busy job on the trading floor of

to silver screen.

He

swings

too

sharply in his dual roles of best friend
and antagonist and comes off only as
weak. True, the actor is given little to

work with by way of a script, yet his
portrayal of Alda’s sleazy friend is reminiscent of an old, beat up car swerv-

ing violently back and forth across the
median of a highway.
A

New

Life

leaves

the

was great!

nomination.

passionate sculptor who creates hideous wooden monstrosities and the two
fall in love—for a while—and into bed

Editor

Songwriter Hall to Play
Techno Pop in Gaston
Jesuit ‘Musie ‘Project. Ticket are $10

“by Jennifer Caspar
HOYA

© ($8

Entertainment Editor

funky people are finally getting hooked
John Hall, of the pop group Orleans,
uses his Stratocaster and Macintosh
computer with keyboards and drum
to create

a solo show

he calls,

as well as
originals.

the

method,

are

all

his

Tomorrow night at 8, Hall will present this, his latest endeavor, in Gaston
Hall.
Hall is better known for his songwriting talent which first gained wide
recognition

with “Half Moon,”

a bal-

lad he wrote for Janis Joplin. “Dance
With Me” and “Still the One” are some
of the successful tunes which paved
the road to his climactic gold record,
“You Can Dream of Me,” recorded by
Steve Warriner. In addition, he has written songs

for Linda

Ronstadt,

James

Taylor, the Doobie Brothers, the Oak
Ridge Boys and Barbara Mandrell.

audience

Hall’s guitar solos have also appeared

on albums by Jackson Browne, Little
Feat and Carly Simon.
The event will be co-sponsored by
the program board (GPB) and the

selves under the faded genius of a tele-

Diego

bination of ‘Strat and Mac’ might surprise and delight a lot of people.”

“Songs for Strat and Mac.” The songs,

embarrassed for such actors as AnnMargaret who have belittled themvision has-been.

forming some new compositions as well
as old favorites and think[s] this com-

on them.

pads

for GPB cardholders) and are avail-

able through Ticketron or today only
at the box office in Healy Basement.
Hall says he is “looking forward to per-

Computers are doing some pretty
funky things these days. Or rather, the

IN
PC TRAINING

Spend The Summer On The Beach In
San

S

s

Pp y
R

C

SATURDAY

EVENINGS 5:45 P.M.-9:45 P.M.
8:30 A.M.-12:30 P.M. OR 1:00 P.M-5:00 P.M.

CASSIS 66:60
ONLY

WITH
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GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY COUNSELING
— Counseling and Psychotherapy

Full-time

li

io

© Monday-Saturday: Morning, Afternoon and Evening

L

CENTER

Full-time students eligible for full range of services
All services are confidential
Located at 1242} 35th St., N.W.
Loyola Hall, Lower Level

We can help you:

|

e enroll in summer school

Georgetown
Office

of

» find a place to live
get a job
« and other needed services

University
Financial

call us at

Aid

G-03 WHITE

KE

ORPHAN
FOUNDATION

Southem California Summers

GRAVENOR

-800-621-5640-SUMMER
(after the 1-800-621-5640,

wait for a dial tone,

then

enter

SUMMER’)

Securing a Future for Today's
Runaways and Orphans.

Please send your needed tax deductible contributions to:

ORPHAN
14261

FOUNDATION

Ben Franklin Station, N.W.

Washington, DC 20044

|

~~

— Consultation and Referral
— Reading and Study Skills Improvement

Part-time
Temporary

:

EVENING

CLASSES

TO REGISTE

Non- Work-Study

|

25% OFF

$50.00 c.cn

I | INTRODUCTORY AND INTERMEDIATE

Santa

savoir

what make “Moonstruck” so striking by setting the ever

test-drive, she finally meets a fiery and

by Bill Doyle

Bond

who is not untouched herself by the mysterious and
fickle powers of the moon. She shows deep character
which jibes well with that of her daughter. In fact, these
family relationships, though not central to the plot, are

second chance at love. After giving a
rather large group of men a dinner

Assistant Entertainment

his James

pia Dukakis was powerful as Cher’s distraught mother

Interwoven through the storyline are if at

HOYA

renders

should be the
With “The Un-

Bill: Anne Archer deserves this one for her quiet
emotion and subtle movement. She soaks her scenes
with twisting suspense and skin-tearing excitement. Her
soft actions represent the perfect counterparts to Close’s
wild convulsions.
Ted: Olympia Dukakis was great in “Moonstruck”.
To me, a great performance is one that can make me
forget I'm even watching a movie. Dukakis showed
remarkable depth and range as Cher’s mother, a Brooklyn plumber’s wife who must deal with her own crisis
and those of her family.
Jennifer: I hate to jump on the bandwagon, but Olym-

formed sources tell me that Washington actually was
Steven Biko. Beyond that, he literally carried the movie.
After his funeral sequence, the film fell flat, and the last
hour or so dragged without him. He had a small part,

the bumbling attempts of Ann-Margaret, Alda’s ex-wife, to find her own

plot ideas from the swamp of Ameri-

Connery

with

seen the main
humor and 80s

Best Supporting Actress nominees: Olympia Dukakis

A second excellent sketch tells the rapid-speed story of
a woman who was involved in ERA and the women’s

and

or interacting

(“Moonstruck”), Anne Archer (“Fatal Attraction”),
Anne Ramsey (“Throw Momma from the Train”), Ann
Sothern (“The Whales of August”) and Norma Aleandro
(“Gaby—A True Story”).

his talent to mold it to himself. He gives deserved
respectability to a historic character and pulls even

Linden who plays the unbelievable role
of an aging male chauvinist.

clichés

bored,

Actor” for this one (sorry William).

(“Moonstruck”),

best friend (and worst character) Hal

o

and

cent Gardenia

(“Cry Freedom”) and Morgan Freeman (“Street Smart”).
Bill: Sean Connery, through his natural charm and

and
own
area
ions
bere ofhout

in
| the midst

dejected

Untouchables”), Albert Brooks (“Broadcast News”), Vin-

listen to his extremely deep and sensitive thoughts late at night. Steve is
aided on his predictable quest by his

Life SiliGs

skillfully gives background

faire utterly human and admirable. It’s only too bad
that he wasn’t the lead in this film, he deserves “Best

Wall Street to find a woman

cast of A New

alone,

touchables,”

really moving along a busy city street.

for
play
May

Brooks

other characters. In his character are
elements of what makes this movie:
relationships. Bravo.
Steph: Veteran actor Sean Connery
hands down winner in this category.

fully becomes her aggressive Italian character and does

"Cher toasts her

The

home

edy acting to her list of talents in “Moonstruck.” She

in this universe. Trudy wears an umbrella hat through
which she says she receives signals from other signs of
life in the universe. The play moves forward on this
premise with a series of neatly-strung-together sketches.
Tomlin demonstrates her tremendous range as she transforms herself in a split-second from one character sketch
to the next. One moment she is a pink-haired 15 year-old
performance artist named Agnus Angst who is calling up
a radio show psychologist from the bathroom of an Indiana International House of Pancakes. In the next scene,
Tomlin has suddenly become a frenzied woman in an
aerobics class who eventually gives way to a bored socialite in a New York City beauty salon.
Two of the best sketches come in the play’s second half
and require Tomlin to portray several characters at the
same time. In one of these sketches Tomlin plays two
prostitutes, Brandy and Tina, who are riding in a car
telling a writer about their lives. Their dialogue is poi‘gnant and amusing. Tomlin’s expertise with dialects, gestures and facial expressions is apparent in this scene.
Even though there is nothing on stage but a few chairs,
Tomlin makes it seem as if there are three people dressed
a certain way and sitting a certain way in a car that is

Albert

to the main storyline of “Broadcast News,” bringing out
many aspects of Holly Hunter’s well rounded character.
His scenes are poignant and funny whether he’s sitting

prag-

successful dramatic performance as the lesbian hairdresser in “Silkwood,” Cher has successfully added com-

sity
ness
inds
1ave

| I

conflicting

Steph: At last, Cher has shed her “I Got You Babe”
image and blossomed into quite an actress. After her

provide the aliens with notes and information about life

Tomlin brings life to the Kennedy Center.

one-woman show. Tomlin relies on writer/producer Jane
Wagner's funny, clever, thoughtful and moving script, as
well as her own acting talents, to fill the stage with lively
dialogue and characters. At times, a few of the sketches
seem a bit drawn out, but for the most part, the audience
is laughing and involved for the entire two hours and 40
minutes that Tomlin is on stage.
The play’s humor is sophisticated, but not avant-garde.
As one of Tomlin’s characters says, everybody is hip
these days. “The Search” is a thinking person’s comedy.

HOYA Picks Oscar Winners

retired grandparents.
The play opens with Tomlin as Trudy, a bag lady who
likes to wear nylons rolled down to her ankles and who
claims to have been once employed as a creative consultant for several large companies, including Howard Johnson’s (the orange/turquoise color decorating scheme was
her idea she says). Trudy wanders the streets of New
York City, and living for the moment. Hearing a tourist
on Seventh Avenue ask “How do I get to Carnegie Hall?,”
she rushes up and interjects with the advice “practice! 1”
Trudy says that she has had contact with aliens from
outerspace. She collects data, which she maintains on
scraps of paper pasted to her coat sleeves, in order to

olives, where

2 ow

thin
ed a
and
selfling
n of
also
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Entertainment
Feeling Groovy in the Jungle

at prestigious clubs like the Bayou in Georgetown, Cat's
Cradle, a similar club in Chapel Hill, NC, and at CBGB's
\

influenced

by Jennifer Caspar
HOYA

Citing

the

usual

Entertainment

subject

Editor

matter

of

their

lyrics,

the

members of Groove Safari respond in turn,
“Chicks” says Joe Pegram,
“Drugs” adds Doug Derryberry,
“Social crises” finishes John

Alagia, “We're

trying to

get away from writing about girls, but that’s what 90
percent of the songs on the radio are about.”
In many ways, Groove Safari, the most promising recent band to emerge at Georgetown, has to battle with
what 90 percent of the songs on the radio have

to say,

while they evolve from their varied personal, professional
and musical influences.
But the ethics and aesthetics of songwritng

minor example of what they confront in the sea of college music which is opening for them into the ocean of
the nation’s musical scene.
And

if their lyrics may border on the cliche at times,

their complex arrangements create a sound that is all
theirs and at least for the time being is uncompromising
‘to what Casey Kasum dictates as successful music.
Though Groove Safari is still evolving out of different
GU influences namely Idle Minds, The New Buicks and
Derryberry and Alagia, the underlying fact is that this
band is composed of five talented, educated musicians,
each with a fair amount of performance experience.
Choosing a name for the band, Derryberry decided
early on that “groove” had to a part of it. Tossing around
“Groove Prisoners,” “Groove Souls,” and “Groove Dogs,”
they finally settled on the name which expresses their
exotic, trailblazing and variegated characters. Together
they embark on a journey in sound that only begins with _
the groovy.
]

But to summarize their sound further is no simple task.
Their complex arrangements of both cover and original
songs demonstrate the vast range of musical experience
and education which each musician brings to the group.
Since each member has a good handle on music in general, the complex

arrangements,

encompassing

various

~ influences are put together overall with competence.
And since they can all play all the different instruments,
one person can write a complete arrangement of a song
before presenting it to the group to be completely
developed.
And as a result, their original sound is surprisingly well
accepted for a college band. The only complaint heard at
their performances is that the music ultimately isn’t danceable (perhaps to the chagrin of Pegram whose essential.
rock and roll drum beat consistently underlies even the
mellowest tunes).
- Making a voluminous list of their musical influences,
from King Crimson and David Bowie to Pink Floyd and
Aztec Camera, they don’t leave much out.
“Everything I listen to is an influence,” specifies Pe-

gram, “I feel jazz influenced. I feel rock influenced. I'm

classical.

I'm

influenced

by

this musak

ries over into what the Safari as well.

Alagia’s firm footing in classic rock and roll from the
60s, especially the Beatles, for which he was frequently
noted in the days of Idle Minds, is equally present in his
contribution to Groove Safari. Yet, he claims, his study
at the

is only a

by

being piped over the system right now.”
Derryberry is equally non-committal on the subject,
saying he feels “influenced by music,” though classical
music, especially Liszdt, Chopin and Beethoven he says
have the most evident influence on his musicwriting. His
performance experience includes a piano playing position at Mr. Smith's piano bar. The free-flowing mellow
sound of an experienced nightclub singer definitely car-

Berklee

School

of Music

in 1985

“warped

in New York City.
They have also made themselves a name as a party
band at college campuses across the eastern seaboard.

This summer, the group intends to travel wherever the
current carries them across the country, performing original music and selling their albums, in order to increase
their recognition.
Unfortunately, this tour was recently postponed because of an illness incurred by Derryberry, which also
interrupted his work with Cabaret.
Putting school on hold temporarily, Derryberry, Puglisi
and Pegram have all made themselves available for com-

Bass player Puglisi, on the other hand, brings to the
solid, yet innovative rock

bands beginning with the Beatles, the Police and Eric
Clapton, running the gamut through AC/DC.
Rounding out the band on keyboards and saxophone,
Higgins, has studied years of classical music and is into
more basic rhythm and blues types, especially Elvis
Presley.

The original songs on their yet-unnamed, self-produced
album to be released sometime in May reflect a studied
combination of all their varied tastes and talents.
“Jade” is a laid-back, jazzy ballad with delightful instrumentals written and sung by Derryberry with echoes
of Steely Dan and the Beatles.

\

“Evenin’ Summer Breezes,” a pretty song written by
Derryberry for acoustic guitars embraces sophisticated
harmonies and a free-flowing aesthetic quality, making
the band sound more like a nightclub ensemble than a
rock group. Alagia’s and Derryberry’s voices mesh in a
sound reminiscent of British bands like Squeeze and
Style Council.
\
In other songs, like Alagia’s' “She's a Rotten Girl,”
evidence of a ballad tradition from the 60s sock-hop
generation can be heard. Alagia’s perfect pitch and appealing, versatile vocal abilities make a simple song, built
on traditional chord progresses into an interesting, catchy
tune.
Many of their songs seem predictable at first, because
they harp back on familiar sequences, but each one sets
itself apart with innovative and surprising progressions,
adopting an original sound.
Although they've got a sound down, selling it can be
tricky. Alagia recently quit his job as a television producer with the Senate Republican Conference to devote
“all his time to the band. In addition, he acts, for the time

being, as the group’s manager. They've already made
strides on the Washington music scene, playing frequently
at the Grog and Tankard, the Safari Club and the Beat

Club. Recently, they have gotten breakthrough bookings

the

by John Toolan

head musically” toward the jazz influence. This is certainly evident in the laid-back backgrounds of most
group a passion toward more

HOYA

band

kicked

Staff Writer

“She’s

the

One”

tance from his demanding, traditional-

ist fans, no one could resist the way he
presented them live. The opening song,
“Tunnel of Love” itself, had everyone
rocking but most of his performance
had a subdued tone, which is characteristic of his new image
— that of someone who's finally settled down.
- But let's face it, no one really came
to see him sing “One Step Up.” They
were there for the famous powerhouse
rock of the E Street Band. The omission of classics like “Badlands” and
“Thunder Road,” was initially disappointing, but the arena erupted when

HOYA

Staff Writer

Bad Dreams achieves nothing of artistic value and does not even provide
the thrills and chills one would expect
from the genre of psycho-killer films.
It is a film that attempts to blend the
culture of the sixties with the “bloodyhatchet” movies of the eighties (HalFriday

the

Gift Shops,

13th)

but

fails to

is a

ex-

or Traffic Aides;

Parking or Food Service

an application

Mon.-Fri. 9:00 a.m.-

4:00 p.m.: FONZ, Human Resources
Department,

Hoya

more

info.

TYPING —Term papers, letters, resumes, etc. Reasonable rates. Wheaton/
Silver Spring Call 949-5141.

Classifieds

PHONE CALLING —Nation’s premier
public interest telephone fundraising

organization has immediate openings
inthe DuPont Circle area for reliable,
SUMMER

SUBLET—A

few

rooms

. available—reasonable rent. Beautiful house. close to campus. Call

944-1230.
INTERPRETERS
— Spanish/English,
English/Spanish conversational interpreters needed for an educational
foundation. Native Spanish speak-

ers preferred. Some college required. Need individuals to work FT
or PT for one or more of the following
weeks: April 24, 1988, May 1, 1988,
May 8, 1988. Salary $400/week for
FT and $8/hour for PT. Please sent

resume by April 8, 1988 to P.O. Box
15550, Arlington,
Language Aide.

VA,

22215

Attn:

ADOPTION —We are a happily married couple who love children and
wish

to provide

a warm

and

loving

home for an infant. Private adoption
is a personal and legal alternative to

p.m.

APT WANTED FOR SUMMER

who

SUB-

to call me lieutenant, Rosie . . . just call

me BOSS!” the incredible energy of
Bruce and saxophone player Clarence
Clemons, radiated through the entire
Cap Centre. You could feel the floor
shaking.
Finally Bruce and the band wound
up the show by playing a marathon of
oldies, including Elvis’ “Love Me: Ten-

der.” Playing at such a level of intensity for so long was an awesome feat.

survives

mains in a coma, awakening thirteen
years later in the cold, selfish world of
the eighties. Her new environment is
the local psychiatric ward where she
participates in group therapy sessions
to ease the transition into this new
world. The best performances in the
movie come from two members of the

Chapin

HOGATE'S RESTAURANT at 9th and
Maine Ave, S.W. on the Washington
Waterfront,

is now

hiring for: Cock-

tail Waitresses, Buspersons/Bar‘backs, Hosts/Hostesses/Cashiers,
Kitchen Help, Line Cooks & more.
We are looking for a few good people
who are in need of a good job. ideal

for students!

Applications

can

be

filled out Monday thru Friday, 3-5:00

p.m. Some

positions require previ-

ous experience.

BUSINESS & SOCIETY IN JAPAN—
Optional Credit/Financial Aid. International

Internship

Programs.

406

Colman Bldg., 811 1st Ave. Seattle,
WA 98104. (206) 623-5539.
WORDPROCESSING—Theses/Dissertations,

Manuscripts,

Letters.

IBM/Laser

perfect,

Wordstar,

Repetitive

Printer. WordSpell-checked.

. 365-4632.

ter, a sympathetic psychologist’s assis-

he-only source of
ilm and should ha

home for your baby. Will pay medical
and legal expenses. Please call Pat-

sy & Eric at (703) 281-9363 Collect.

es to provide loving home for your
baby. Will pay medical and legal expenses. Please call Evelyn & Dan

GU edition of our nationwide college

collect (703) 754-0654.

your

resume.

Campus

Connection needs aggressive, effective communicators, freshmen-jun-

iors. Call Andrew Goorno today: (201)
866-5889.
ADOPTION —Childless couple seeking baby for adoption. Will pay medical and legal expenses. Call collect

(301) 585-2478.
FURNISHED ROOMS FOR RENT
HOWARD
UNIVERSITY AREA-—

couple

would

ADOPTION—Couple unable to have
own child seeks baby for adoption.
Will provide loving and secure envi-

pact

aitsrbResone;
film

Yet, the film departs from its thorough exploration of the psychological
grounds for mass-suicide or from any
significant connection with the utopian
hippie culture of the sixties, two areas
which could have added weight to the
film and drawn the viewer more deeply
into the plot. Instead, the director (Anronment.

camp, Mass. Areas
your talents: Tennis,

Swimming/WS$I, Skiing, Landsports,
Drama, Dance, Piano, Arts & Crafts,
Nature/Hiking, or General. Great fun.
Must enjoy children! (301) 762-8717.

COOK/HELPER

WANTED
— M-F.

Paid

Medical/Legal

ex-

penses. Call Karen and Bill collect at
(301) 843-7478.
GARDENWORK—Weeding, edging,
planting, mulching, etc. General
maintenance.

Previous

garden

has

Friday. Some

ADOPTION —Happily

references.

$6

married

1984 HONDA SPREE
— 1000 actual
miles. Excellent condition. Just serviced. Ready to ride. $325. (703)
689-4033.

Sunny, clean rooms (2), $290/mo.
incl. utils. Call Greg: 524-0014 (days).

ZOO JOBS! Friends of the National
Zoo (FONZ) is NOW HIRING! Parttime positions now available during

GOING TO EUROPE THIS SUMMER? Great low discounted airfares

the week and on weekends. If you
wish, convert to fulltime hours when

course,

her

twistin the plot-comes
of the

excitement

or

the psycho-killer films of-late: The only
thing they share in common is the
amount of blood spilled. In Bad Dreams,
blood drips, splats, runs, pours, and
rains all over the characters. A strong
stomach for gore is recommended for
those considering this film.
]

GGMAT

ex-

REVIEW
S

898.1577

Ask about owr
Guarantee and
Early Registration Discount

phy-

family circle,

Searching?

PART-TIME
GENERAL
OFFICE
WORKER for congenial, non-smoking, publishing company. 3 days/
week, 24 hrs. Accuracy important.
Computer knowledge helpful. Near
Farragut North Metro. $6.50/hr. Call

298-8424.
HIRING!—Government
area. $15,000-$68,000.
838-8885. EXT 4304.

jobs—your
Call

(602)

EUNIQUE BOOKS— New, profitable
“How-To”

Business Opportunity and

Home Business books. Free Details,
write Shirley Enterprises, Box 8369,

NATIONAL CAMP ASSOCIATION —
Summer

Camp

job

clearing

house.

HIGHEST salaries paid. QUICK and
efficient job placement. A FREE service. Call us for an interview. (800)
752-CAMP.

ARE YOU SEARCHING?
WE ARE, TOO...
Searching for young
Catholic men, like you ...
To live and work with the poor . ..

To share their sorrows and joys...
To care for the needy little ones... .

STUDENT ACTIVIST —Get out of the
classrooms ‘and into the streets to
fight Reagan and Big Business. Citizen action needs articulate political

activist to work with our summer staff
and beyond. $250-$425/week.
775-0370 to apply.

Call

To bring Christ into their lives ...
To join the Columban Missionary = |
Priesthood .. .
If you have a heart big enough,

JOIN Us!
COLUMBAN FATHERS
MISSIONARY PRIESTS
in ASIA and LATIN AMERICA

Experience the new Ethiopian restaurant in Georgetown!

ZED’S
ETHIOPIAN CUISINE

per

hour. FOR DETAILS CALL 966-1643.

Of

sician and psychologist wish to adopt

basic cooking knowl-

essential,

none

perience helpful. Call 966-1643.

Part time, approx. 3:30-8:30 Mondayedge

Unity.

tension ‘that can be found in some-of

COUNSELORS for summer resident
sister/brother
open to teach

with

story is only believed by one charac-

r role in the film.

South Charleston, WV. 253083.

ADOPTION—Childless couple wishes to provide a secure and loving

ADVERTISING/SALES
—Be the Marketing Director for Campus Connection. Starting now, you will run the

strengthen

Nina

appointment.

One by one, members of the therapy group are knocked off and Cynthia
believes the culprit to be Harris, back
from the dead. In fact, the former mass
suicide leader has come back to force
Cynthia to commit suicide and fulfill

L.A. Law) and Ralph (Dean Cameron).

es paid. Legal, confidential. Call Ellie
collect (212) 724-7942.

G-2 bus route. Call 483-7008 for an

drew Fleming) seems intent on driving
the viewer away with another blood= bath.

her

PREGNANT? WORRIED? The Northwest Pregnancy Aid Center can help.
We offer free pregnancy testing, confidential counseling and resource referrals. Conveniently located on the

and medical fees. Call collect (703)
866-9314.

saster Response;

Bruce's latest album

therapy group, Miriam (Susan Ruttan,
who plays Corby Benson's secretary in

love, opportunities. Medical expens-

ADOPTION —Childless couple wish-

to-Schools; Production; Embassy Di-

call

white

the fire but re-

white newborn. Warm

like to adopt an infant. Can not have
children of our own. Will pay legal

you'll earn $2500-$4000 by June
30th, unmatched business experience,
and a job guaranteed
to

information,

a healthy

show-

Restaurant, Washington, D.C.

ADOPTION—Loving

training and support. If you're good,

more

are a loving couple

to adopt

Mane

baby. We can't have children of our

Chapter of The American Red Cross.
Current programs include: Language
Bank; Youth Education; Embassies-

at 728-6612.

want

Zoo,

own. We'll help with expenses. Please
call collect (301) 565-5987.

years and produced at 150 universities. We provide Sales & Marketing

Visi-

ADOPTION —We

National

LET —Four Brown U. students need
apt for July through August. Call Julie at (401) 863-6534 or Paul at (401)
863-6745.

WANTED-— Volunteers for International Services Committee of D.C.

International

$7-11/hour renewing memberships
for non-profit cultural & grass-roots
lobbying groups. PT Sat. & evenings.
Call Jay Cole at 833-1200 after 6:30

agency adoption. Please call us collect. Julie and Kevin (703) 690-7682.

advertising guide, published for six

tors; Pairing with Cali, Columbia. For

articulate, motivated individuals. Earn

another

Tunnel of Love will probably keep touring this summer, and if you happen to
live in the New York area, you can
count on shows at the Meadowlands.
See this show. You will never forget it.

beautiful.

nifer Rubin,

Attendants; Food Service Leaders;
or Grounds Maintenance Assistants.
Competitive wages and compensation. A once-in-a-lifetime experience.
Apply in person, or call 673-4640 for

air-

was

mass-suicide, Cynthia, played by Jen-

by Paul Donnellan

ist as Information

european

the

Bad Dreams: A Foolish Nightmare

your schedule allows. Openings

leading

in

Choosing the perfect song to lift the
audience’s spirits after “Born to Run,”
Bruce conducted his fans in “Got a
wife and kids in Baltimore Jack, I went
out for a ride and I never went back.”
“Hungry Heart” live is an experience
that is hard to relate. And in “Rosalita,”
in which Bruce sings, “you don’t have

Although most of the songs performed were from Tunnel of Love, his
new album which has met with resis-

convinced the group that the ultimate
act of love would be a bonding in
death. Unfortunately for those who join
in the pact, Harris chooses a rather
painful way to go. After a baptism in
gasoline, he convinces the commune
to be consumed in fire. The viewer is
spared nothing.
The only reluctant participant in the

on

“Born

show end.

WoL
a
‘Unity.
Be orin th
leader of the commune, Harris, has been given

line. Call (800) 245-6665 9-5 M-F for

into

stopper.
Bruce played an acoustic rendition
of “Born to Run,” which was especially surprising, since this is the song
that is associated with the “Bruce of
old” The innovative rendition was a
farewell to an old friend. The song
sounded mournful and sober, but was

i

available

adding with a twinkle in his eye, “although fainting teenagers would be nice too. 4.”

U.S.A.,” his most misunderstood song.

accomplish either. Bad Dreams
blood bath with no purpose.

Photo by Nicholas Mack

of teen-aged girls fainting in our presence,” says Pegram,

Believe everything you've heard
about Bruce Springsteen's Tunnel of
Love Express tour. Everything good,
that is. Bruce more than earned his
keep in a four hour concert that shook
the very foundations of the Capital
Centre Tuesday night. His music cast a
spell on the sold-out arena. Even after
four hours, nobody wanted to see the

loween,

Band members (I-r) Pegram, Derryberry, Higgins, Alagia and Puglisi.

!

A New Face for the Boss

[his]

Groove Safari originals.

plete commitment to the band. Higgins graduated last
year, though he is still enrolled in classes here and is free
to travel when they’re finally ready to go.
Groove Safari, by far, shows more promise than other
recent bands to come out of Georgetown, primarily in
their dedication to the pursuit of a complex, original
sound. While they are not fully part of the mainstream
-pop music scene, their music is well received, even now,
when it is not familiar to most.
“I'd rather have four or five knowledgable, tasteful
people say ‘this is pretty good stuff’ than to have millions

FOR MORE INFORMATION,
WRITE OR CALL:

Father Michael O'Loughlin
Vocation Director
Columban Fathers
St. Columbans, NE 68056
(402) 291-1920

* All entrees $4.25-$6.75

3318 M Street
. 965-2710

Sun. - Th. 11-11 «Fri.& Sat. 11-2

(10% discount with GU LD.)

Name
Street
City
School/College
Phone: (
)

State

Zip
Age

Sa
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Sports
Karl Hente

Tennis Teams Lose 5-4

Robinson Tops Among

Ir
to

an
Is.
it.

Olympic

Prospects

Now that Danny Manning has led
his Kansas Jayhawks to the promised
land and the 1987-88 NCAA season
has come to a close, it’s time to turn
our attention to what is really important, basketball-wise, in 1988.
Throughout Olympic history, the
U.S. basketball teams have been consistently great. 1956: Future Celtic stars
Bill Russell and K.C. Jones lead the
teeam to triumph in Melbourne. 1968:
Spencer Haywood is a one-man show,
leading the squad to victory in Mexico
City. Even

in 1972, when

the Ameri-

September.

The

tryouts

for

Jerome Lane and Danny Manning

are strong Olympic hopefuls.

experience as a leader for the Fighting

from Arizona. Both possess incredible

Irish makes him a tough player to pass

natural talent, with the ability to stick

up.

a 15-footer from the corner, glide in-

\

the

Thompson may have three shooting

team, however, are approaching quick-

side with a silk-smooth finger roll, or

guards on the Olympic team. Leading
the way will be Kentucky’s sophomore
sensation Rex Chapman who, though
he often breaks into wild shooting
sprees, has too much talent not to make
this squad. Associated Press Player of
the Year and NCAA scoring leader
Hersey Hawkins of Bradley is another
strong candidate because of his unrivaled sheer scoring prowess. Finally,
Troy Lewis of Purdue is a good bet for
Seoul. He led the Boilermakers to the
Sweet 16 in the tournament with his
tough defense and scoring punch.
What about Temple freshman phenom Mark Macon? Though he burned
Thompson and the Hoyas in the tournament, his inexperience became evident against Duke as he shot a pathetic 7 for 29 in trying to do everything
himself. Other solid candidates for the
team include Lewis’ teammate Everett

electrify the crowd with a monster jam

ly. Thompson has a vast array of talent
from around the nation from which to

choose for his squad. He can pick and
choose from among past, present, and
future NBA lottery picks such as Manning, David

Robinson, and J.R. Reid.

Here are the players he is most likely
to choose:

GUARDS: On his Georgetown teams,
Thompson has always emphasized a
guard-oriented offense. His guards,
however, must also be able to play the
kind of suffocating defense that has
made the Hoyas so effective against
quicker opponents. For his Olympic
team, which will likely have 12 players,
Thompson may choose as many as five

guards to lead his team.
Syracuse's Sherman Douglas
Notre Dame's

and

David Rivers are likely

to be the two point guards Thompson
will choose. Douglas, though he has

team. Rivers, who made a successful
comeback from a near-fatal automobile accident, had a relatively disap-

pointing senior season. However,

his

on a fast break, and Manning can easi-

ly play center or forward. Each has led
his team to unsurpassed heights in their
schools’ histories, and should combine

to lead Thompson's team in Seoul.
There will be three more forward
spots to fill, however. One spot should
go to Duke’s Danny Ferry, who won
the Atlantic Coast Conference (ACC)

Player of the Year over J.R. Reid. He
performed admirably in both the ACC
Tournament, won by Duke, and the
NCAA's, where he led the Blue Devils
to the Final Four. Another forward spot

will go

to the

nation’s

leading

re-

bounder, 66” Jerome Lane of Pittsburgh. The final forward spot may be

a surprise to many people, but a likely
choice for Thompson will be Oklahoma’s Stacey King, who had a stellar
tournament in leading the Sooners to

Stephens, Michigan's Gary Grant, and

within four points of a national cham-

Steve Kerr of Arizona.

pionship. He knows how to-play in a
run-and-gun offense, being coached by

\

never really shone in games against
GU; possesses the natural ability and

floor leadership necessary to run the

Washington, 5-4, in a contest not de-

cided until the final doubles match.
The men’s team also had a tough
week, losing their only match by the
same score, 5-4, to Colgate.

The loss to GW dropped the women’s record to 0-3 for the spring. The
match started strong for the GU
women, as their top two seeds won

easily. Number one seed Penny Rickard defeated Pam Harrison handily,
6-0, 6-2. Then, second-seeded Lynn
Fagan beat Sophie Castro, 6-2, 6-2.
Sixth-seeded Tricia Medina also sur-

FORWARDS: Thompson will also
probably carry five forwards on his
team. The first two appear to be locks
to make the squad: Kansas’ Manning
and Sean Elliott, the All-World player

Billy Tubbs. His defense and rebounding abilities are also first-rate, which

tion. But one thing’s for sure: he’s one
of the most talented players in the nation and must be on this team. He
could also backup Ritions or Manning
at forward.
Of

course,

everyone’s

sentimental

choice for Robinson’s backup
recruit Alonzo Mourning, about
enough has already been said.
may argue that a high school
can’t compete against the “big
but remember,

Sam

Bowie

made

sions to make this summer. A dark
horse, like Iowa State's Jeff Grayer or.
Georgia Tech’s Tom Hammonds, might

come out of nowhere to steal a spot on
the team. It was just four years ago
that an obscure player out of Vander-

bilt named Jeff Turner carved a niche
on Knight's team. Who was the: final
cut to make room for the upstart
Turner? Charles Barkley. Nevertheless,
any team with Manning, Elliott, and
Robinson will be strong enough to dominate the competition in Seoul. Then,

should be enough to put him on this
team.
You could probably form an alter-

four years from now, as some coach is
preparing for the Barcelona games, he

nate U.S. team with the forwards left

assembling a U.S. powerhouse.

A¥

may draw on Thompson's expertise in

to the final doubles match, and Medina and Stacy Levien fell to their
GW opponents, 6-1,6-2.
The men’s squad also lost their only
match of last week, falling to Colgate. As a result, their record fell to
2-3. Number one seed Lynn Moore
was defeated early, by Bill Shiraki,

6-2, 6-2. In addition, the number two
and three seeds, Kirk Haggerty and
Peter Martin, fell in their respective
matches. #4 seed Kurt Unverferth
was victorious in his singles match,
however, defeating Carl Weistrich, 6-1,
3-6, 6-1. Sixth-seeded John Degrandpre also won for the Hoyas, 6-3, 6-4.

The Hoyas were somewhat more
successful in their doubles matches.
Number

one seeds Moore

and Hag-

Kelli Cawley, Chris Hegenbart, and
Sherri Williams, the three middle
seeds for GU, did not fare as well,

6-3. These doubles victories were not
enough, however, to pull the match
out for Georgetown.
This week, the women’s team is in

their Colgate oppo-

nents, 6-1, 6-3. Third-seeded

action against Mary Washington and
Howard University. The men’s team
continues the spring season this week
with matches against Bucknell and
Howard.

by Gene Wang
HOYA Staff Writer
The Georgetown men’s golf team
travelled to Annapolis last weekend to
participate in the U.S. Naval Academy
Tournament. During the two-day affair at Navy, the Hoyas competed
among a field of 27 other squads including many Big East rivals, and finished 11th overall in the tournament.

On Friday afternoon, the Hoyas, led
by senior co-captain Jeff Renzulli who
shot a solid 76 and junior John Ziegler
who was just one stroke behind, man-

aged a combined total of 319. Other
key performances were turned in by
sophomore Tom Galvin with an 81 and
senior co-captain Paul Van Houten
with a score of 85.
\ Saturday afternoon proved not as
successful, as the team shot 332, a disappointing 13 strokes behind the pre-

vious day. Still, Renzulli and Galvin
both played noteworthy rounds, shooting 78 and 81 respectively. Junior Ed
Grefenstette improved three strokes on
his previous day’s effort, going from a
90 to an 87. Ziegler and Van Houten
both played noticeably poorer rounds,

shooting eight and nine strokes above
their earlier rounds.

Despite

their poor second

competition,

the

Hoyas

Friday, April 15

Chapel

ols

se

sls

Sunday, April 17

who shot 650 as a team. Georgetown’s

11th place finish was their best in the
five years Head Coach Tommy Hunter
has run the program.
On April 15 and 16, the Hoya golfers will journey to Fredericksburg, VA,

to complete the DC III Tournament.
The first round of play ended on
March 28.
4

ols
8:00 P.M.

Holy Trinity Church
including George EF. Handel's Laudate Pueri, Psalm 112
featuring Marilyn Cotlow, the University Singers
and The Jesuit Music Project

Presider: Rev. Walter J. Burghardt, Si

Commemorating
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to

finish 11th overall, just one stroke behind intradivision Villanova Wildcats,

8:00 P.M.

Dahlgren

day of

managed

EASTER VESPERS IN 1

3s

Martin

and DeGrandpre also won, 6-2, 2-6,

Golfers Compete At Navy

too much talent ahead of Mourning,
however, for him to make this team.
The same argument goes for the other

high school star mentioned as a possible Olympian, Billy Owens of Syracuse.
Thompson has many difficult deci-

Sil-

gerty defeated

match, and as a result, the Hoyas
trailed 4-3 going into the doubles
matches.
In doubles action, #1 seeds Rickard
and Fagan continued their mastery,

the

1980 Olympic team out of high school.
Unfortunately, he never got a chance
to show his stuff due to the boycott of
the Moscow games. There is probably

Denine

vived a tough match against Chris
Searight, winning in three sets, 2-6,
6-2, 6-4.

though. None was able to salvage a

is GU
whom
Some
player
guys”,

and

at 4-4. The entire match came down

week. On Wednesday, March 30, the
women’s squad narrowly fell to George

of Missouri,

overrated, others question his motiva-

led what is considered to be the strong-

late

Chievous

Fennis Dembo of Wyoming, and Seton
Hall's Mark Bryant. But, Thompson
can only have 12 players.
CENTERS: David Robinson. The
Navy Ensign and Spur-to-be is a lock
for the team. Flashback: April 1987 as
Robinson powers in 50 points against
Michigan in the NCAA quarterfinals.
That performance alone ensured him
of a spot on the team. As his backup,
well, you need to find a place for North
Carolina’s J.R. Reid. Some say he’s

cans are robbed of victory by the Soviets in Munich, they had the vastly superior team.
Four years ago, Coach Bob Knight
est U.S. team ever to triumph in Los
Angeles. The sheer talent on that team
still boggles the mind: Patrick Ewing,
Michael Jordan, and Chris Mullin.
This year, Coach John Thompson
will lead the Americans into Seoul in

Derrick

Harrison

vestri, 6-1, 4-6, 6-2, knotting the score

Assistant Sports Editor

Both the Georgetown men’s and
women’s tennis teams resumed their
spring seasons with matches last

off this team and also win a medal.
Other forwards capable of making the
squad include Syracuse's Derrick Coleman,

defeating

by Karl Hente
HOYA
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Baseball Team Stumbles
In Conference Games

HOYA

-meters

Assistant Sports Editor

to edge

the

Hoyas

and

nip

Mount Holyoke for second place.

The Georgetown men and women’s

was like a passing lane, a sling shot,”

said Women's Coach John Devlin. “Ev-

Saturday at Augusta, Georgia.
Georgetown edged Florida Institute
of Technology for first place in the
combined team competition by three
points. The University of Virginia finished third.
The Hoyas first regatta of the spring
season was marked by controversy. The
Augusta Invitational added a fifth lane
to the course this year. The outside
lane proved to be a boon for every
entry who rowed in it because of the
lack of current.
+ “The coaches agreed there was a
lane five factor,” said Head Coach Fred

Schoch. “It helped the lightweights and
hurt the heavyweights.”
For the men, the varsity lightweight
boat captured first place in 6:44.2.
Georgetown finished second to the
French National Team, but since the
crew was an exhibition entry, the Hoyas
took home the gold medal. The lightweight crew came from behind to overtake FIT and win by half a boat length.
Temple finished third.
The varsity
heavyweights did not qualify for the
finals in their race. The team won the
“petite finals,” the ‘consolation race in
16:39.79.
Georgetown was assigned to an inside lane in its heat. The Hoyas failed
to win the heat and qualify for the
finals.

HOYA

“It

crew teams won their fifth consecutive
Augusta Invitational Regatta team title

ment in the first few weeks of the sea-

son, the Georgetown men's baseball
team has been mired in a two week
slump, going 2-8 from March 22 to
April 2. The Hoyas’ record dropped to
8-16 over the period, including a record of 1-5 in the Big East South Divi-

in a current and lane five was in dead
water.”
women’s

novice

four' was sec-

ond in 9:27.2. Marietta College beat
Georgetown in the finals after the

sion. The team’s two wins came against
Seton Hall and Rensselaer Polytech.
They dropped single contests to Princeton, William Paterson, Towson State,

Hoyas had bested the Ohio school in
earlier heats. The novice eight did not

qualify for the final race.
In other races, the junior varsity
lightweight boat surprised the competition, qualifying for the finals along
with the winning varsity entry. The
men’s novice lightweight eight was
runner-up to Michigan in 7:10.2.
“They got outraced in the last 500
meters,” said Coach Schoch. “Michigan was overstroking Georgetown by
four or five at the end. They failed to
change gears at the 500 meter mark,
and Michigan did.”

and two against Seton Hall before being
swept

rowing schools. Georgetown’s time of

6:50.5 was not good enough to surpass
Miami, the winner, or FIT.
“I would expect Miami to beat us at
this time of year,” said Schoch. “They've
been out on the water all year, but I am encouraged for Dad Vails” Despite winning the Augusta Regatta for
as many years as Georgetown has
the

Savannah

River,

than the speed of the crew,” said Coach
Schoch.
The varsity boat was also missing a
strong rower, Mike McCann, who is

out with a back injury.
In the women’s competition, George-

town’s varsity eight finished fourth in
7:39. The Hoyas faced some tough
competition in the race, particularly
from the eventual winner, Boston University. Like the other races, the “lane
five factor” played a role in the outcome.
Georgetown was in an inside lane
while Purdue University was in the favorable outside one. The Boilermak-

series against

Pitcher Jeff Proctor has a 2-3 record so far this spring. Photo by Michael Meyer

Sportswatch
*

kk

Junior Christine Brough finished second in the 3000 meters at the
Colonial Relays held at William and Mary last weekend. The 4x800 meter
relay team of Jodie Wertz, Michelle Girard, Joan Lipscomb and Mary
Noel Zadnik was runner-up in 9:09.

the outcome.”
“Although the weather was nice,” he

said, “it was a long way to go to have
the race course affect the outcome.”

ok
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k

ESPN reported that Chris Jackson, a senior guard from Gulfport, Mississippi, has narrowed his choices to LSU and Georgetown. Jackson was
a USA Today All-America selection.
*
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The men’s lacrosse team plays next on Kehoe Field at 2 p.m. on April 9,
followed by another home match against University of Maryland-Baltimore
County at 3 p.m. on April 12.

three hits and two RBI's, while Chuck
Johnson, Tom Walter, and Terry Malloy
added

two hits apiece.

In the second

game, the Hoyas banged out 10 hits,
but left 12 runners on base as the team
fell 5-1. Pete Clays ripped four of the
Hoyas hits. Charlie Morgan pitched a
superb final 3.1 innings, giving up only
two hits, no runs, and striking out one.
In the final game, the Hoyas were held

in the bottom of the eighth inning, and

seven hits.

decision, the

umpires ended the game due to darkness. Tom Walter, Pete Clays, and John
Belicka each chipped in two hits for
the Hoyas, while Mike Moss added a

Coach Larry Geracioti described the
past two weeks. “We're just not playing a full nine innings. We've started to
score some runs early, and when you're

two-run

up by five or six runs, you expect

double.

The

next

day,

the

to

win the ballgame. Our infield defense
has been faltering in key moments.
We're also not getting the timely hits !

with men in scoring position and less

allowing just three earned runs, but sev-

than

eral fielding miscues proved too costly.
At the plate, Chuck Johnson and Tom
Walter banged out two hits apiece, and
Pete Clays ripped a two-run triple.
The three game set against Seton

ahead, we just can’t seem to bust the
games open.”
Part of the Hoyas’ problem has been
the ongoing list of walking wounded.

Hall was a roller coaster for the Hoyas.

gravated the rotator cuff in his throwing arm. Belicka has been playing with
a sore back. Mike Moss’s shoulder is
still not 100 percent and appears’'to be
affecting his hitting. To add to the
woes, Esposito and Moss have recently |

The team led for five innings of the
first contest before falling, 7-3. John
Belicka paced the team with two hits
turned in 5.1 solid innings, giving up
just 1 earned run. In the second game
of the twinbill, Rich Esposito’s sac fly
in the bottom of the eighth allowed
“the squad to come away with a 6-5 win
against last year’sseonference champs.

Kk kk

offense, Pete Clays led the attack with

then, on a questionable

and a run scored, while Chris Shebby

Senior Mike Stahr won the 1500 meters in 3:42.58 at the Duke Invitational
last weekend. Georgetown’s John Trautmann and Jim Grelle finished
second and fourth, respectively.
:

The slump worsened during f
three game set with Villanova. In tu
first contest, the team gave up S.runs
in the top of the ninth, as Villanova
stunned the Hoyas 9-5. Two key errors
and some sub-par relief helped to sink
the Hoyas, despite 7 strong innings
from starting pitcher Jeff Proctor. On

to four hits, losing 5-2, as John Belicka’s fine pitching performance was
squandered. Belicka threw a complete
game, giving up four earned runs on

Hoyas committed four errors as they
handed the game over to William
Paterson 7-4. Brant Binder and Ed
Schwartz pitched well for the squad,

the

teams are not likely to return there
next spring. Schoch cited expenses as
the main difficulty in traveling south
for the April regatta. Each rower had
to pay $50 to make the trip.
The Georgetown coaches expressed
disappointment in the race course this
year as well. Devlin called the revised
lanes “not a fair river, lane five was
unfair.”
“They invited a bunch of Eastern
sprint schools down,” said Schoch, “because they wanted to expand the regatta. By doing that, they influenced

“It was more because of the course

game

tom of the seventh, but faltered in the
eighth. Princeton rallied for seven runs

third in a race dominated by Florida

on

in a three

Villanova. Despite overall solid play,
ill-timed defensive lapses and poor late
inning pitching doomed the Hoyas.
In the game at Princeton, the Hoyas
carried a 7-3 lead going into the bot-

The freshman heavyweight boat was

rowed

in two runs.

Staff Writer

After showing signs of great improve-

eryone in lanes one, two and three was

The

Russo, and John Belicka all knoci

by Mike Carlowicz

ers came from behind in the closing

|

Belicka went 3-4 with a HR, ‘three
RBI's, and a run scored and Esposito
- slapped out two basehits. Yet the final
game, on the following day, was a disaster, as the Pirates ripped three
Georgetown pitchers for a 17-1 trouncing. Belicka took his first loss of the
season against three wins.
In the contest with Rensselaer, freshman righty Charlie Morgan notched
his first college win on the mound

as

the Hoyas prevailed 4-3. Morgan went

two outs.

And

when

Starting catcher Johnson

we

do get

recently ag-

fallen into hitting slumps, taking some

“punch” out of the top of the order.
|
Yet there have been some good developments for the Hoyas, particularly

on the pitching staff. The staff ERA i. ;

2

6.47, which is high but still marks a24 |
percent decrease from last season’s
8.55. Opposing teams are batting .306
against Hoya pitching, a decline of 22 |
points from last season’s .328 averaii: |

In limited action, senior Chris Shebuy
has compiled a 2.70 ERA. John Belicka
leads the staff with a 3-1 record, three
complete games and excellent contra?
allowing only 1.7 walks per nine ir
ings. Jeff Proctor leads the staff wich
six starts, three complete

|
i
|
|

games, and

iy

Crew Teams Row To Fifth
Straight Title at Augusta
by Molly Solomon

ie

GEORGETOWN

Vol. 69, No. 25

- 47.2 innings pitched, while compiling
a 2-3 record and a 4.53 ERA.
two earned runs, while striking out five.
Offensively, the team is led by Belicka,
Sophomore Ron Polansky pitched the
ninth for the save. Peter Clays had a who has compiled a .380 batting average, 14 RBI's, a team leading .535 slugtwo-run single for the team, and frosh
ging pct., and a leading .457 on-base
Jason Martinez ripped two basehits.
pct. Pete Clays has also contributed|
The following day the team faltered
heavily, batting .351 with five double: |
again, giving up four runs in the last two
two triples, and two HR’s, 12 stole |
innings, losing 10-9 to Towson State.
bases, and 22 RBI's while striking Gi
Four costly errors and a rough day on

HOYA

Athlete of the Week
Charlie Morgan

Morgan, a freshman in the College
of Arts and
pore

I
So

a

Se

a wo

.
The crew v teams

won the Agusta

Sciences, pitched

eight

strong innings and earned his first
collegiate win in a 4-3 decision over
A

RPI.

—

PE
HOYA File Photo

Regatta.

As a high

school

senior, Mor-

gan threw five no-hitters and had a
.15 ERA.

the mound proved to be the Achilles’
heel. On the brighter side, Tom Walter
and Keith. Dent each poked three

basehits, while

Chuck

Johnson,

Joe

a mere nine times in 100 trips’ to i
plate. Mike Moss leads the team wit

tively

i

public must have faith that those same attributes which

choose the most qualified team. He has clearly

earned the right to be named
have

made

him

|

idl
I

21 runs scored and he has stolen 1 |
bases.
|

John Knight

A Question That Needs An Answer

Pops
gn
Sm rl Sl

eight innings, allowing seven hits and

such

a
iC
W

i

the head coach, and the

a successful

college

coach

will

similarly prevail as the Olympic coach. To this extent,
such speculation is indeed offensive.

For the past 16 years, John Thompson has been the
head coach of the Georgetown Hoyas. During that
period, his list of accomplishments has been staggering.
In addition to a National Championship, his teams have
gone to three Final Fours, ten straight NCAA tournaments and won five Big East tournaments. Next fall, he
will fulfill every college coach’s dream, coaching the
United States Olympic team.
In the days when corruption has run rampant throughout college sports, Thompson's programs have been
run strictly by the books. Finally, though his methods to
achieve

it have often been

questioned

(primarily, the

extent to which his program has been sheltered), he
sees to it that his players earn

their degrees.

The

re-

spect he has won from peer and public alike is indicative of a man who has done virtually everything that
could be asked of from a college coach.
One aspect of his program, however, threatens to
negate the substantial good he has done. In fact, it is
this element of the program which the public considers
in judging both Thompson and Georgetown. For too
long, the subject has been taboo, something people
around Georgetown are aware of, but because of its
rather sensitive nature, they never really discuss. What
may previously have been labeled a rare one or two
year occurrence has developed into something which,
far from being unusual, has come to be expected. This
one troubling aspect is the fact that the Hoyas have not
had a white player (recruited, not a walk on) since the

1982-83 season. Next year, with no white recruits, will
be the sixth straight season Thompson has fielded an all
black team. And there is absolutely nothing to indicate
this dubious streak is about to come to an end.
For a variety of reasons, raising this issue is profoundly challenging and troubling. Though it can be
phrased ini more political, less volatile terms, the question essentially boils down to “Is Thompson a bigot?”,
or at the very least, “Does he run a bigoted program?”
' The problem with making such an accusation is that, in
the very asking of the question, the accuser himself
may be labeled a bigot. To ask “Why don’t the Hoyas
have any white players?” seems to reflect a mindset
troubled by an all black team. And to be troubled by

this, the accused may claim, is just as wrong, if not
bigoted in itself, as to field a team which is all black.

Before even raising this question, then, the simple act
of asking it must be justified.
Justification for this question can be based on many
grounds. The above mentioned longevity, whereby
Thompson has fielded six straight unmixed teams, makes

the question legitimate. An all black team for one or
perhaps two seasons may simply reflect unique recruiting seasons and no larger trend. However, when this is
occurring year in and year out, one begins to wonder.
The ratio of black to white in college basketball
clearly favors the former. Yet this ratio is by no means
significant enough to explain the complete disparity of
Hoya squads. If this is a valid explanation, then the
disparity which marks the Hoyas would not be the rare
exception,

but

the

accepted,

nationwide

trend.

The

fact that nationally prominent programs such as Kentucky, Duke and North Carolina consistently field well
balanced, as well as highly competitive teams makes
the white/black ratio excuse invalid. The discrepancy
which unfortunately is becoming the accepted trademark of Georgetown basketball has become that trademark simply because it is unique.
Also, along with the fear and respect Hoya teams
command from their opponents, an almost nationwide
contempt for Georgetown has developed. And whether
wrongly or rightly, this contempt is based almost exclusively on the issue of Thompson's alleged bigotry. Some:
of this contempt can be ignored, if not wholeheartedly
returned, for it comes from narrow, ignorant people
who are still living with Civil War era philosophies. To
these misguided people, the fact that the Hoya players
and coach are all black is more than enough reason to
hate Georgetown.
In addition to this minority, however, is the majority
of the public who, with a true and open mind, question
the motives and inclinations of Thompson. I cannot
recount the number of times unbiased, well intentioned

people have told me they hate
Thompson. In trying to defend
ask why it should matter what
difference that should make
team,

or the

game

itself.

Georgetown because of
the man and our team, I
color his team is, what
in the enjoymient of a

Invariably,

their

response,

“But can’t he have one white player, for one year?”
leaves me speechless. These people are neither bitter
nor vindictive, and their legitimately phrased question
deserves a legitimate reply. And because they receive
no such legitimate reply, possibly because none exists,
they make judgments and draw conclusions. This initial
negative feeling towards Thompson, ‘reinforced every
year, gradually develops into a full fledged animosity
towards Georgetown itself.
To a certain
Georgetown is
rooting for the
lencing of Hoya
when animosity
tive perception
has,

extent, this public sentiment against
enjoyable. There is a lot to be said for
perceived bad guys; in victory, the sicritics is that much sweeter. However,
towards the team develops into a negaof Georgetown the university, and it

the situation

becomes

more

problematic.

When

the Hoyas take the floor, they are more than just Thompson’s team, they are also representatives of Georgetown
university. Since the team receives such nationwide
exposure from television and the media, they will be far

more responsible for shaping national sentiment than
anything else. This is why it is so painful to see the
Hoyas involved in brawls on national TV; the actions of
the players and team are equated with Georgetown as a
whole. When the public sees an all black team every
year, they begin to form opinions and ask questions.
And

at this point, the questions are of the racial and

bigoted type which do considerable damage, not only
to Thompson and his players, but to the entire Georgetown community.

Since his role as the upcoming Olympic coach has
put him in the hotseat, Thompson has réceived even
more nationwide publicity than usual. In addition to
the praise and approval his credentials have won him,
one prevailing, rather unsettling opinion has continued
to surface. Voicing this question to the New York media, Brent Musburger publicly raised a question many
had silently pondered; Will Thompson have a white
player on the Olympic team? Thompson considered the
question an intrusion into his right as the coach, the
likes of which was never made to Dean Smith or Bobby
Knight. On the one hand, this is an offensive question,
for it explicitly questions Thompson's ability to objec-

Yet the speculation has nothing to do with Thompson’s coaching ability, and it is not made because
‘Thompson himself is black. If Dean Smith or Bobby
Knight consistently fielded teams which were either all
white or all black, they too would be addressed with the
same questions. Were Thompson to throw chairs and
prowl the sidelines like a madman, he would be criticized
just as Knight would be if his teams always lacked racial
parity. John Thompson is not under scrutiny for who or
what he is but solely for what he does.
Towards the end of the Temple game, Georgetown’s
Tom

Lang

was

inserted

into

the

game.

The

crowd,

numb just prior to this, suddenly erupted into a standing ovation.

This

display,

which

has

occurred

every

time Lang entered the game, is insulting to Lang and
embarrassing

to

the

Hoyas.

Clearly,

these

ovations

marked more than just a crowd rooting for the reserve
who usually sees little playing time. For Johnny Jones
and other reserves of past years saw no such ovation.
Lang worked his way up from a practice player, and
clearly has earned his spot on the roster, if only as a
reserve. But to the public, he is the token white, the one
exception to Thompson's otherwise rigid exclusion of
white players. As such, he receives the cheers of crowds
‘everywhere, not so much for his role as a player, but as
a symbol.
That Lang receives the unwarranted attention he
does is an inexcusable example of the present perception of Georgetown basketball. The rationale behind
these

cheers,

“A

white

player

on

a John

Thompson

team!” mentality, only emerges after years of reinfor:+ment. Presently, the immediate association one mal:is
with Georgetown basketball is not a clean program that
annually produces teams with both a high percentage
of victories and an even higher percentage of grad
ing players. For the majority of players, these im;
sive attributes

are overshadowed,

and

the immediate

response is “No whites again.” Whether this unfavorable perception of both Georgetown and Thompson
will be allowed to continue is a decision John Th
son and the athletic department must make. T}
either choose to be defensive, ignoring or ati.
their critics, or recognize

that

deserves serious consideration.
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